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Introduction.
This bulletin is prepared especially for the busy practical farmer
and gardener who desire a work of reference containino; readil}'accessible, and plainly stated information upon sone of the more

important facts with reference to insect injuries to cultivated
plants.
It is also intended to be of service to the young student
of economic entomology who desires a simple guide to the study
of the common insects and the character of their work.

Difficulty in

Determining the Prime Cause of Injuries

and Proper Remedies.
The grower of farm and garden crops as well as the young entomological student is often at a loss to determine whether or not
a given trouble is the work of insects. Even when it is known
that a trouble is caused by insects, it is often difficult, if not impos^il)le for one who is not experienced in entomological questions,
to decide, with any dci^ree of accuracy, what particular kind of an
insect is the prime cause of it.
Especially is this difficult and confusing, when, as is sometimes the case, a large number of different kinds of insects are associated with the injury, or occur on the
injured plants. Thus, it often occurs that the wrong insect is
blamed for the trouble, and a remedy is applied that does more
harm than good.
The character of a trouble affecting a plant, a growing crop or a
stored product, is the first thing to attract the attention of the
grower, but in order for him to determine, from the usual form of
published descriptions, what remedy to apply, he must first find
the insect that caused it, and then determine the name of the pest,
and by means of this, search for the desired published information.
Ordinarily, this is a tedious process for any one but an entomologist, the greatest difficulty being to find by description, the name
of the insect, especially if the descriptions include scientific names
and technical terms.

Insects

Known by

Their Work.

As a rule, every kind of an insect enemy of plants has some peculiar habit of attack and manner of feeding, that causes the infested plant to show some peculiar condition or symptom, by

.

254

which the insect causing it may be determined.
often indicate what remedy to apply even if the

In fact,

it

will

insect is not ob-

served.

The Cause

of a Trouble and tlie Remedy Determined
the Symptoms,

by

It is the object of the plan followed in this Bulletin to simplify
the matter by making the characters of. a trouble the prime features to guide the reader to an account of the cause and the remedy, just as the name of a disease and the remedy is determined by
the character of the symptoms.

Instructions.
If a trouble appears, affecting cultivated plants, note the genappearance of the plant, the character of the injury, and the

eral

kinds of insects associated with it. Then refer to the general
characters given in this Bulletin under the name of the plant, and
to the special characters under the name of the part of the plant
Then by means of the numbers, refer to and exthat is injured.
amine the brief descriptions of the insects, and if all of the descriptions agree with the characters of the trouble, and of the insects found with it, examine the preventives, remedies, etc., referred to by the numbers

The Numbers.
The references are made back and forth by means of numbers to
avoid the frequent repetition that would otherwise be necessary.
in tracing up these numbered references will find it
convenient, and avoid possible mistakes when there are several
references to one line of subjects — by copying the numbers on a
slip of paper.

The reader

—

The

Scientific

Names of Insects.

The scientific names of the insects mentioned are included in
foot notes for the benefit of those of our readers who may desire
to know them and to indicate to the entomological reader what
particular insect is referred to by the common name.

Compiled Matter in Small Type.
The portion of this bulletin that appears in small type is compiled from the writings of the best entomological authorities, and
This
refers to subjects that have not come under our observation.
information was selected and compiled mainly by the junior
author

c
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Original Matter In Ordinary Type.

The portion that appears in ordinary type was prepared by
the senior author mainly from personal studies and verification of
the subject treated.

The Plan.
The plan followed in this Bulletin was suorge-ited by that of arecent publication on corn insects, by Professor S. A. Forbes, State
somewhat different arrangemonl is
Entomologist of Illinois*.
here adopted, however, and some ojiginal features introduced, with
a hope that something will l)e added to the usefulness of this class
of entomological publications.
There is yet room for considerable improvement along this line,
and the observing farmer and gardener in his correspondence with
the Entomologist can, from a practical standpoint, doubtless, make
some valuable snggestions and contribute important information
that will materially aid in improvement of future bulletins on
''Practical Entomology," which we hope to issue, from time to
time.

A

General Information upon Insects.

The Adult Forms of

Insects.

The

adults or perfect forms of insects have six legs and usually
Beefi and the insects belonging to this class have four
wings, except a few kinds that are wingless. JElies have two wings,
with a few forms that are destitute of these organs. Butterfiies and
MotJis have four broad wings, with the exception that females of
some species are wingless. Beetlesha.\Q two hard-shelled wing covers and two thin, folding wings.
Bugs have four wings, except a
few that are wingless, and in one group of this class of insects the
wing covers are thickened at the base, overlapping each other
when folded, and thin at the outer ends, while in another group
the wing covers are of the same thickness throughout and when
not in use, usually slope at the sides of the body, roof-like. The
under wings in both cases are thin and transparent.
Plant Lice or Ap/dds : adults of the same species may be
winged or wingless the winged forms having two pairs of thin
ones.
Grasshopj)ers have two wing covers and two thin, folding,
under wings.

have wings.

—

The Young Forms of
The young or growing forms of
name of larva^ plural larva-.

nical

Insects.

known by the techThe common names for the

insects are

*A Monograph of Insects Injurious to Indian Corn, Part
tomologist of Illinois, 1891-2.

1.

In 18th Report of the State En-
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ma,ggots, slugs and worms ; the young of Jblies^
of Beetles.^ grubs or worms ; and of ButThe } oung of Grasshoppers^ bugs
ter-files^ caterpillars or worms.
and plant lice, are called nymphs and resemble the adult, except
that they are wingless and of various sizes.

young of bees are
are magg(jts

;

the

young

•

The Intermediate Forms.
Most young forms of insects when full grown cease feeding and
change to aa inactive form called the pupa plural p'upa], which is
usually enelosed in a silken ov earthen case called its pupa case or
This inactive form of Bees^ Beetles and i<lies has no
cocoon.
common name, hence is referred to by the technical term. This
The instage of Batterjlies and moths is called the chrysalis.
termediate form of the true Biigs^ Grasshoppers a,nd Plant Lice
dillcrs but slightly Irom the young stages, and like them are active
and feed, dittt-ring in this respect trom the pnpfie of bees. Hies, beetles and butterilies.

—

Methods of Feeding.
The adnlts of butterflies and moths suck their food, but are not
Their young bite and consume their food and are
injurious.
among the most injurious insects. Both the adults and young of
beetles bite their food, some of them feeding upon plants and
others on insects. The adults of tlies have mouth parts formed for
piercing and sucking ; the mouth parts of some of their young are
lormed for biting, wtiile that of others are formed for sucking.
Some flies are enemies of plants, while others are parasitic and
Some of the adult^a of bees have mouth parts
feed upon insects.
formejL for sucking, while others bite the substance upon which
they feed. Some or the young of bees have biting, while others
have sucking mouth parts and feed upon both plants and insects.
Tlie bugs and plant lice in all of their stages bave mouth parts
formed for sucking, while all stages of the grasshoppers and locusts
have mouth parts formed for biting.
Insects that
Nearly

all insects

betpoisontd,

if

it is

upon which they

Can Be Poisoned.

that have mouth parts formed for biting may
possible to apply the poison to the substance

feed.

Insects that

Can Mot Be Poisoned.

Insects that suck their food from beneath the surface of their
food plant, cannot be killed by poisons, but can be killed with
liquids, powders and gases, that cause death by coming in contact
with the surface of their bodies or breathing pores.

Qn'

INSECT INJURIES TO
BY

A. D.

FARM AND GARDEN CROPS.

HOPKINS AND

E.

AV.

RUMSEY.

THE GRASSES,
INCLUDING ALL OF THE CULTIVATED KINDS.

THE ROOTS.
plants are stunted and fail to make normal growth in ofood
they wilt or die in patches, or the sod is easily separated from

The
soil;

the surface soil.
If the plants wither or die, and the roots are cut otf so the sod
can be rolled up like carpet, and white grubs are common, see

No.

1.

If the plants are

Nos.

dwarfed and grub worms are not present, see

2, 3, 6.

whitish blue plant lice are common on the roots, see No. 6.
slender, shiniog, wire-like worms are present, see No. 2.
large, dirty-brown maggots are common in the soil, see No 3.
the stalks and roots are cut off at or above the crown of the
roots, see Nos. 1, 4, 5.
If
If
If
If

Injury by the
The sod
pearance.

Young

of Beetles.

dies in patches, or the grass has a dwarfed, unthrifty ap-

—

1. TJi.c} WhiteGriibs^.
Soft-bodied, Avhitish grubs with brownish
or reddish heads, and with six small legs near the head; hinder
portion of the body thick and smooth; when disturbed they curl up
so the head touches the tail end, common in sod lands.
There are many kinds of white grubs, all closely resembling
each other, some of w^hich simply feed on manure and decaying
vegetable substance, while others feed on the roots of plants.
Those feeding upon roots vary in size when matured, from onehalf to two inches long, and may usually be distinguished from
those tliat feed in manure by their reddish heads, especially the
largfer and more destructive kinds.
1. Numerous species belonging to the followiug £;euera:
lorhina, Priouiis and Macrodactylus.

Lachnosterna, Cycloeephala,

A1-?

Grass Roots.

258

g:riibs change to beetles like the
beetle and rose bug.

All these different kinds of

June bug, May

beetle,

dung

The female

beetles of the iiijnrious kinds lay their eggs usually in grass lanr**
to July. The young grubs feed upon the roots, and remain in this
immature stage from one to three years, varying with the different species.
They then cease tVeding and change to an inactive form called the pupa.

from May

W

bite grub worms are common in West Virginia and may be
classed among our worst insect pests, attacking corn, grass, wheat,
and other small grain, potatoes and other vegetables.
For remedies, etc. see Nos. 175, 178, 181, 228, 233, 239 and 253.
,

—

Slender, brownish, shining, hard-bodied
to one-fourth inches long, resembling somewhat
a piece of rusty wire consume or bore into the roots and base of
the plant; the young of click beetles or "snapping bugs."

Wire Worms'^.

2.

worms, one-half

;

eggs are laid by the adult beetles in grass land. They remain in the
stage about two or three years, changing to dormant forms about July
of the second or third year, remaining in this stage about three weeks, when
they change to beetles which remain in the soil until the following spring,
when they emerge to deposit eggs for another brood.

The

worm

Wire worms of many kinds are common in West Virginia, and
are serious pests, attacking the same kind of plants as does the
white grub.
For remedies, etc., see Nos. 175, 178, 180, 181, 193, 195, 227.

Injury by the

Young

of Flies.

—

Large, dirty brown, footless worms,
3. The Meadoio Maggots^
or maggots, from one-half to one inch long, common under dead
grass and in damp places during early spring; also common
in sod where they are supposed to do considerable damage by feeding upon the roots. They change to large, mosquito-like flies with
very long legs and occur in great numbers flying over meadows
and other grass land in the spring and fall.
The eggs are deposited by the flies in grass land during the
These hatch in a short time into small blackish maggots
spring.
that feed upon the roots, grass and other plants until they are full
grown when they change to a chrysalis forms from which a fall
brood of flies emerge; another set of eggs are deposited, and the
young hatching therefrom' remain in the ground over winter.*
These insects, of which there is a large number of species, are
extremely common in portions of West Virginia, often occurring
in the early spring and fall in immense swarms, especially in
flat, undrained meadow and pasture lands.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 195, 234.
1

.

Numoross species beloBging to

the following genera: Cardiophorus, Drasterius, Agriotes,

Melanctus and Asapbes.
2,

Numerous

species Tipulidae.

^-Compiled.
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Injury by the Young of Moths.
Stalks and roots severed at or below the crown of the roots.

—

(See No. 7).
Young
4. CutiDorms
considera))le damage to grass roots.
5.

Wef)

Worms.

— (See No.

S)

cut'^vorms

are also classed

evidently do

among

the ene-

mies of the grass roots.

The damage to meadows and
worms feeding upon the roots o»f
greater than

is

pasture

by cutworms and web

gra^^s is

doubtless considerably

generally supposed.

Injury by Plant Lice.

—

6 The Grass Moot Louse.^ A whitish or yellowish plant louse,
without honey tubes on the hinder part of its body, but with a
pair of minute, circular openings instead, thus ditl'ering in appearance from the Corn Root Louse. It attacks the roots in the same
manner, however, and is attended by ants. The life history is not
known, but it is probably similar to that of the Corn Root Louse.
See No. 71.
This insect, or one similar to it, has been observed in Wood
county, where

it

waS' quite injurious to grass in the meadDws.
etc., See No. 178, 196.

For preventives, remedies,

THE STALKS.
Stalks severed near the ground; central shoot dies and turns yellow; leaves of stalk wholly or partly consumed, or the |)lants have
If stalks are cut oil' near the ground, see
a sickly appearance.
Nos. 7, 8. If the central shoot or the upper joint and head dies,

seeNos.

9, 10, 11.
If the stalk and leaves are

wholly or partly consumed, see Nos.

14, 15, 16, 17.
If the plants

have a sickly appearance and are covered with lice
or small stinking bugs, see Nos. 12, 13.

Injury by the

Young

of Moths.

Stalks cut of and left on the ground or the central shoot dies.
7. Cat TFr>ryy^-6'."— Soft-bodied, greasy looking worms, varying
in length when full grown, from one to nearly two inches, of a
dingy brown gray, or greenish color, with indistinct longitudinal
markings, and provided with sixteen legs. When removed from
the soil they curl themselves up in the same manner as does the
1.

2.

Schizoneura panicola.

Numerous

Thos.

species belong;ing to the following genera;

iiygma, Prodenia and Nephelodes.

Agrotis, Mamestra, Hadena, Lap-

Gkass Stalks.
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white grub. They eat into or cut off the base of the plant beneath
or above the surface, or consume the entire plant.
They feed principally at night and during warm, cloudy days,
and changing to a brown, smooth and shining chrysalis from which
dull, grayish moths emerge in the spring and summer.
There are a great many kinds of cut worms that attack grass, corn, &c., all
having tome'what f-imiJar habitp, and although the hfe histurv vi each speciea
differs somewhat, it may be generalh stated as follows:
The eggs are laid by the female m^ths* usual b" on grass; when the eggs
hatch ihf young worms enter the ground and fi-ed upon the tender s^ho.ots and
roots of grass and other plants. Upon the approach of Winter they bury
themselves in the soil and remain there until Spring, when they become active
and attack almost any green vegetation they find, often traveling a considerable
distance to find it, or climb the stalks* of plants lo feed upon the leaves. They
become full grown by the first hot days in May and June, when they cease
feeding and burrow for some distance into the soil where they form a cell in
vhich they chanjie to brown, smooth and shining chrystalies, fnm which, in.
three or four weeks, the adult moth emerges to deposit eggs ior another brood.

—

Cut worms are among our very worst insect enemies of farm
and garden plants in West Virginia, and during the spring and
summer of 1895, they were especially destructive in the Ohio Valley, where it was necessary to replant corn, potatoes and other
crops a number of times before a stand could be secured. The loss
to farmers occasioned by the depredations was enormous.
For preventives, remedies, etc, seeNos. 173, 181, 197h, 199, 228,
225, 234, 241, 239, 252.

8. The

Web-WornW^ Whitish, pinkish or brownish worms,

one-half to one inch long, covered with tufts of bristly hairs; living in a tube
constructed of webs attached to the side of the stalk feeding during the night
upon the base of the stalk beneath the surface of the ground.
;

These pests are the young of white or yellowish moths, with
common flying in meadows and pasture
fields in late summer and fall; their wings fold close to the body
narrow, satin-like wings;

when at rest.
The eggs are

deposited by the moths near the roots of grass
from July to October; hatching in about a month, the young feed
as do cutworms, on the tender shoots and roots of grass, and remain in the ground over winter to attack grass and corn in the
spring, and reach their full growth in May and June, then changing to chrysalis from which moths emerge to deposit more eggs.*
There are a great many kinds of this class of insects known to
infest grass, some of them also attacking corn and other plants.
Within the last year or two they have become extremely destruc-

West Virginia, especially in the counbordering on the Ohio river. They were also common corn
pests in Monongalia county during the spring of 1895.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 181, 197h, 199, 225,

tive to corn in portions of
ties

230, 248.
1.

Numerous

speciog belonging to the genus Crambus.

*Compiled.
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—

See No. 73. Very yoiinor examples,- evi9. The Stalk Borer.
dently of this insect, have l)ecn observed in ))liio ^rass stalks feed
iug on the base of the upper joint, causing "While Top."

Injury by Two-Winged Gnats
The

central shoot or head dies

10.
11.

Stem

as the

Mt(/(/of6%

/vju}'!/

hy

(see

T/ir/j>s^

No.

and turns light yellow.

-40.)

— (see No.

43,)

causing the same conditions

Stem Maggots and Stalk Borers.

Injury by True Bug and Plant Lice.
Plants dwarfed and sickly and covered with small, reddish or
black bugs.
12. 27ie Cldncli Bug
(See No. 45.) Often a serious pest.
13. l*hint Lice.
(See No. 56.) Are sometimes quite injurious,
but the injury is seldom noticed.

—

—

THE LEAVES.
Leaves partly or wholly consumed, presenting a ragged appearance, or shriveled and whitish. If grasshoppers are common see
No. 16, 17. If grasshoppers are not common, and smooth, yellow
atrii)ed caterpillars are found in large numbers, see No. 14.
If the injury is done at night, see No. 16.
If leaves are shriveled and whitish and covered with small stink bugs or green lice,
see Nos. 18, Yd.

Injury by the

Young

of Moths.

Leaves partly or wholly consumed.
14,

The

Army

TFor/y^,^

— A dingy, black-colored worm,

one and

three-fourths inches long, with l)laGk and yellow stripes on its liack, and with
the lower part of the body gret^nish when abundant, consuming tlie leaves on
all of tlie plants in its line of march.
Tlie worm changes to a" brown moth,
measuring about one and three-fourths inches from tip to tip of wings, when
;

expanded.

*

The

eggs are deposited by the moth on grass or growing grain in the spring;
and hatch into greenish worms which subsequently take on a darker hue. The
worms continue to feed for two to four weeks and when the plants upon which
they feed are destroyed in one section, they move in a b^dj^ in search of food,
destroying all growing grass or grain that comes in their way. When they
have attained their full growth they l)urrow into the ground and change to
chrysalids find remain there until spring, when the nioth emerges. Some of
the moths may emerge in the fall and pass the winter in that form.

This insect doubtless occurs in West Virginia, but
X.

Lencania unipuncta.

we have no

Grass Leaves.
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information of
crops.

its

having done serious damage to grass or other
however, whenever the conditions

It is liable to appear,

are favorable for

it.

Preventatives— remedies see Nos. 171, 181, 182, 200, 201, 222, 225.
Climhing Cutworms. (See No. 7.) Cut worms with climbing
habits may do considerable damage.
Many other caterpillars, the young of various kinds of moths,
feed upon the leaves of grass, but are not especially destructive.

Injury by Locusts and Grasshoppers.
Leaves and portions of the stalk wholly or partially consumed,
presenting a ragged appearance.

Short Horned Grashopper.

—

The Eastern Red Legged Locust^ The adult a brownish,
medium sized hopper about one inch long with short antenna, or
horns, with pale under wings and with the second joint, from the
body, of the hind legs a bright red. The young vary in size from
minute, tlea like hoppers to the size of the adult and vary in color
The young forms are distinguished from
from gray to yellow.
the adults by the absence of fully developed wings.
16.

The eggs are deposited in the pod-like masses iust beneath the surface of the
ground, iii the latter pai't of the summer or early autumn. The eggs remain in
the ground over winter and hatch in April and May.
This species is a near relative of the Rocky Mountain Locust which has from
g
time to time caused great destruction of crops in the Mississippi Valley.
\

This eastern species often occurs in immense numbers in restricted localities in West Virginia, and has at times caused conIt was especially abundant in Mineral county in
siderable alarm.
1891; also in a field near Morgantown in 1895, and has been reported from time to time from other sections.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 223, 225, 235, 241, 252a.

The Long-Horned or True Grasshoppers.

—

Medium sized green or green17. The Meadov) Grasshoppers^.
long winged, long horned, and long legged grasshoppers, with
somewhat similar life history and habits to that of the Locust.
There are a great many species, but none of them occur in sufficient numbers to alone cause much trouble, but co-operating with
each other and with the locusts they often do serious damage.

ish,

Remedies same as for

locusts.

1.

Melanoplus femur-rubrum.

3.

Locu8tida3.

Heads and Seed.

Grass,
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Injury by Bugs and Plant Lice.
Leaves shriveled and sickly, covered with

lice

and bugs.

18. 2he Chinch Bwj, (see No. 45.)
19. Plant Lice, (see No. 56.)

THE HEADS.
Heads are eaten or cut of.
20. The Aimiy Worw, see No. 14; also Grasshoppers,
Climbins: Cutworms (?) No. 15, 20a.
Cliuibing Cutworms.

20^/.

About the year

See No.

16, 17

and

7.

1876, in June, a dark colored

worm made its

ap-

pearance in Jackson county, cutting off and eating the young heads
of timothy at night.
Probably it was one of the climbing cut

worms.

THE SEED.
Injury by the Young of Beetles.
21. The Meal ^Yorm^—k. slender, hard-shelled, smooth and
shining, redish-brown worm, about one inch long, common in hay
seed on barn lioors, evidently feeding upon the seed.
This worm
changes to a black beetle about live-eighths of an inch long.
This insect often occurs in great numbers under loose boards,
boxes or barn floors. The damage by it is not great, however, except where the seed is desired for sowing
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 191.

CLOVER.

THE ROOTS.
The

plants wilt and die, or dwarfed and fail to

growth
1.

in

good

Tenebrio molitor.

soil.

make normal

Clover, Roots and Stalk.
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If the plants wilt and are easily pulled up, separating just Below the crown, and the main root is hollowed out or filled with bor-

ings, see No. 22.
If the plants are stunted
see No. 23a.
If eaten off, see No. 23.

and the roots are not hollowed out,

Injury by Beetles or Their Young.
Boring in the Roots.

—A

small brownish or black cylin22. The Clover Boot Borer^
drical beetle, one-tenth of an inch long, boring in the main root
and crown of red clover. The young, a small white grub, oneeighth of an inch long, feeding on the inner portion of the root.*
In the spring the beetles bore into and deposit their eggs in the
crown of the roots and in a few days the larvae hatch and burrow
downward, feeding in the main root and mining into the larger
branching ones. During the latter part of the summer they reach
full growth and changing to the pupai within the roots, shortly afThere is probably more than one brood of
ter emerge as adults.
They pass the winter in the roots, in their
this insect in a year.
different stages, and the adults appear in the spring, f
This is an extremely destructive insect in some sections of the
country, and doubtless occurs in West Virginia, but has not been
Clover growers
observed by us or reported by correspondents.
in the State should look out for it and if found, report the fact to
the Station,
No successful remedy known.
23. Th.e White Griih, (see No. 1, 23a.) and Wire Worms (see
No. 2,) may do some damage to the clover roots and thus prevent
the perfect development of the plant.

THE STALK.
The stalks are mined, cut off near the ground, or the tender portions consumed.
If the stalks are injured by an insect mining through the pith,
see No. 24.
If cut off, see No. 25.
If consumed, see No. 25.

Injury by the Young of a Beetle.
Slender

Worms Mining

in the Stalk.

24. The Clover Stem Borer".

— A cylindrical, slender, whitish or

yellowisli worm, about one-half of an incl) long, mining in the pith of the stalk
or stem of red clover changing to a small, slender beetle, about one-fourth o|
;

Hylastes obscurus, Marsham.
*Compiled,
3 I^anguria mozardi, Fab.
1.

iCompiled.
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an hu'li Inntr, with itslioad and front portions of its bod}' yellowish-red and the
uudiT portions shininjr, hinisii black
This beetle deposits tier eji;,'s on or in the ontei portion of the stem of clover,
the larvic feeding on the pitli, and as a
rajr weed, and many other plants
rule, remaininu' in the base of the stem until sjtring, when it changes to the
;

pupa and

adult.

This i^ a common insect in West Virginia, bat is not known to
be especially injurious to clover, the common rao; weed appearinor
the larvii' occurring quite common in
to be its favorite food plant
the dry weed stalks during the winter and early spring.
;

For preventives, remedies, etc., see 171, 174.
25. Cnt'inormf^, Mo. 7, Army worm, No. 14 and Grasshoppers
No. 18, are all injurious to the stalk and may at times prove very
destructive.

THE LEAVES.
Leaves consumed,

have a ragged appearance.
and have the edges eaten out, or
the plants are entirely defoliated and no insects are visible through
the day, see No. 26.
P the leaves have a ragged appearance and grasshoppers are
abundant, see No. 27.
If the leaves are only moderately injured, see No. 29, 30, 32.
If the leaves and a large part of the plant is consumed and
smooth, striped worms are common, see No.. 2S.
full of holes or

If the leaves are full of holes

If leaves are folded or

webbed together,

Injury by the Adult and
Leaves

full of holes

see No. 31, 33.

Young

of a Beetle.

and edges of leaves eaten out by beetles and

greenish worms.

—

26. The Clover Leaf Beetle^. X dark brown, snout beetle,
about three-eighths ot an inch long, feeding on the leaves at night,
eating holes in them and hiding under leaves, rubbish, etc., during
the day; the young or larva^ is a greenish, legless grub, about onehalf an inch long, feedmg on the edge of the leaves; eating out
circles as if cut out with a punch.
Like the beetle the young feed
at night and hide duing the day.
The eggs are deposited by the female at the rate of 200 to 300 on the plants
in the spring and latter part of summer. The spring brood appears in May
and the larvae reach their full growth in seven or eight weeks, wtien thej' make
their cocoons, nsually iu the soil, just beneath the surface and the 'beetles
emerge about a month later.
The eggs dei)Osited by tiiis summer brood

of beetles soon hatch, and tiie
to feed until cold weather, some of them po.>sil)ly changing to
pupae and adults, while others remain in the larvae stage until spring, when
they attack the young clover.

worms continue
This
1.

is

a foreign pest and a

Phytonomus punctatus, Fabr.

new one

in

West

Virginia,

first

at-

Clover Leaves.
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trading attention on account of the destruction wrought by it in
Berkeley and Hampshire counties in May, ISOi.
It makes its appearance in the spring in enormous numbers, and
were it not for a disease that is very destructive to it, it would
hardly be worth while to try to grow clover in localities where it
has once been established.
See diseases, No. '250.
S7. GrassJioppers and Locusts, (see Nos 16, 17.) are often quite
destructive to young clover in the spring, caasmg the leaves to
have a ragged appearance when they are not entirely consumed.

Injury by the

Young of Moths and

28.

The Army Worm,

29.

Climbing Cutworms, see No.

Butterflies.

see No. 11.
7.

—

A small, greenish caterpillar,
30. The Clover Leaf Lolder\
folding and webbing tbe leaves together.

—

^A kind of looping or
31. The Clover Looping Caterpillar^.
measuring worm, changing to a gray moih ihat is very common in
meadows, Hying up as we walk along through the grass. Common
in

West

Virginia.

.;,

—

33. Caterpillars of Bidterflies. Small, greenish or yellowish caterpillars, the young of the common Lemon yellow'' and
Orange yellow hutterflietK the small Tailed Uue hutterfli/ and the
brown 'Silver spotted sMpper butterfly and other similar larvas
feed upon the clover leaves and doubtless do considerable damage.
All are more or less common in West Virginia.

Injury by the
33, The

Clover

Young

Leaf Midge^.

of a Gnat.

— A minute maggot living in the

leaves, with habits similar to No. 34.
us in West Virginia.

Has not been observed by

THE HEADS AND SEED.
Heads dwarfed, and greenish when they should be
to develop.
1.

2.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Hypena

scabra.
Drasteria sp.
philodice.
Euryiuus eurytheraa.
Theola Calanus.

Eurymus

Epargyreus tityrus.
Cecidomyla trifolii.

in bloom,

and seeds

fail

.

Ci-OVEK Seed.

Injury by the
34. The Clover Seed

Ml<J(/r'*'

Young
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of a Gnat,

— A minute, orange-colored magorot,

about i)ne-tenth of im incli long, feeding on parts of the flowers and on tlie tender growing heed; changing to a minute two-winged gnat.
Tiie eggs are depositeil b)' the gnat in tlie heads; tliese hateliing, the young
feed at first ui)on tlie tender, inuei' jjortionf* of the Hower, and later upon the
spt'ds, from wliich tiiey suck the li(iuids and thus prevent their development.
When the maggots are full grown they leave the heads and fall to the ground
where they change to pupjc and the gnats soon appear to deposit more eggs.
There are two or three generations each year.

This is an extremely destructive insect in certain sections of the
It
country, making clover seed growing for market impossible.
has not been observed or reported to us in West Virginia, but
doubtless occurs in the State.
For remedies, preventives, etc., see No. 187, 189.

THE

HA^Y.

Hay in stacks and mows containing white, silky webs and excrements resembling coarse gunpowder.
Injury by the Young of a Moth,
Feeding upon the leaves of the hay

in the stack or

mow.

—A

brown worm or caterpillar
Hay Worm^
an inch long, living in clover ha}^ which it webs together and
feeds upon the leaves cfianging to a pretty purple and golden marked moth,
expanding about four-tifths of an incli.
The eggs are deposited by the moth upon the hay, the larva? hatcbiiig tlierefi'om feed upon it and become full grown iu a few weeks, then make silk cocoons in which they change to the chrysalis stage and soon appear as moths.
35. TJie Clover

about one-half

of

;

This insect is, as a rule, more liabl-e to attack hay that has been
allowed to stand over one or more years in stacks or mows
This is
usually more abundant in the hay near, or at the bottom.
;

a

common

pest in West Virginia.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see 190, 191, 192.

WHEAT, PARLEY, OATS AND RYE.
THE SEED IN THE GROUND.
If the seed in the
1.

2.

ground

Cecidomyia leguminicola, Lint.
Pyralis oostalia, Fab.

fails to

germinate,

it

may have been

Whkat,
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etc.,

Eoots and Stalks.

destroyed by Ants >'o. 62 Wire Worms, No. 2
No. 1 or Fungous Gnats, No. 88.
;

;

Grub Worms,

;

THE HOOTS.
If the plants turn yellow or wither and die, the cause may be due
to the work of Wire Worms, No. 2; Grub Worms, No. 1; Corn-root
Worms, Nos. 69, TO ; Root Lice, No. 7L Cut Worms, No. 7 or
;

Meadow Maggots,

No.

;

3.

THE STALK.
If swellings and blister-like place- occur on or near the joints,
and some of the joints thus ali'ectt^d are bent over-, see Nos. 36, 37.
If the stalk breaks off near the ground and upon examination a
large burrow has been made through the jomts, see No. 38. If the
base of the ftalk is shriveled and objects like flax seeds are found
under the sheath of the leaf, see No. 89.
If the top or upper joint and head dies and turns white, is cut
off, or spiral mines occur in the siraw beneath the sheath, see Nos.

40, 41, 42, 43, 44.
If entire stalk dies and mines at the base extend into the roots,
see No. 49.
If the top dies and holes are bored in the side of the stalk, see

No.

44.
If the base of the upper joint shrivels and minute, slender, black
insects dccur under the sheath, see No. 43.
If the plants have a sickly appearance, turning whitish in patches
over the field, and the stalks arecoveied with xuinnte red, and
If covered with greenish
larger black stinking bugs, see No. 45.

plant
If

lice,

see No. 46.

young plant takes on a darker green hue

in

patches over the

to head out and finally turn yellow or brown
seed objects occur under the sheaths, see No 39.
If the leaves or stalks are eaten, see Nos. 47, 48.

field, fail

Injury by the

Young

of

and

flax

Four-Winged Gnats.

Small maggots causing galls or swellings on the joints Nos.
36-37 or slender worms mining in the stalks causing the upper porNo. 38.
tion of entire stalk to die.

—

36. The Joint Worin}. A yellowish-white maggot one-fifth of
an inch long, living in swellings on the joints and sheaths, changin;^ to a minute four-winged gnat.*
The eggs are laid by the gnat in the stem near the joints, and
they develop in the swellings or gal's tliat form over them. The
maggots are supposed to pass the winter in the galls or in the stub1.

Isosoma hordei, Harris.

Compiled.

Wjihat, etc., Stalks.
in the Held
*

l)!o,

and

in
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the straw staek; the ndidts emerginj^ in the

sprin<r.

This insect occui's in West Viro-jnia, hut no special complaint
has been made of injury 1)\' it. It has from time to tinie proven a
serious i)est in oth(;r sections of the country.
For preventatives see Nos. 1TP>, 178, 190," 219. 232.

—

37. The Strain Worm^ A pale, yellow^ish maggot, closely rosemblinor the Joint Worm, attacking the stalk in a similar manner,
aiid chani>:in,2: to a

fourwino-ed

g'nat.

Tlie eggs are laid on the stems or the

forming heads of the
spring by m ino-jess females, these hatching,
produce a l)'Ood of winged female gnats in Jime, which lay their
ggs in or near the second joint from the head; the maggots from
these eggs change to pupi\? in the fall and remain in the stubble
and straw until spring, when the gnats emfrge.*
This insect is a serious pest in some sections of the country, and
doubtle.ss occurs in West Virginia.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 173, 178, 219, 232.

young wheat,

in the

I

38. The Wheat Savj Fly.'^ A yellowish, milky-white worm,
out one-half an inch long, mining in the fctraw between and
through the joints changing to a shining black four-winged Hy,
banded and spotted with yellow.*
The eggs are deposited in the stalk just before the wheat beThe young worm enters the stalk and works its way
gins to head.
down and through the straw, reaching the base below the tirst
joint by the middle of Jul^. It then cuts a circle from within, and
just ])elow this point it makes its cocoon where it remains till
spring. It then changes to a pupaj and the adult emerges in May.
The straws often break off when the cut is made, and wheat thus
affected "lodges" badly.*
This is a comparatively new wheat pest in this country, and
probably occurs in West Virginia. A trouble resembling that
caused by this insect was reported from Wirt county in 1890.
For preventives, remedies, &c., see Nos, 173, 181.
a*

;

*

Injury by the

Young

of

Two-Winged Gnats

Small maggots, causing young plants to be dwarfed and to
change from dark green to yellow or brown, fail to head out or
stalks shriveled at base and bend over or break off'. See No. 39.
Slender maggots, mining in straw, causing the heads and upper joint to die and turn whitish.
No. 40, 43.

39 The
O-20 of

Hessian. Fly

unuer the sheath
1.

2.

3.

Isosoma

of

tritici,

Maggof

A

small footless maggot, about
grown; attacking the j'oung and gmwh.g wheat
the leaves near the lower joints "of the stalk in the spring,

an inch long when

.

full

Riley.

Ceph'iB pygmoHus, Linn.

Cecidornyia destructor.

Say,

*Compiled.

;

Wheat,
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Etc.

— Stalk.

young plants in the fall; causing; an imperfect developthe straw and grain, or preventing the plant from developing a h^ad;
plants thus affected will be found upon examination to have either maggots or
objects like flax seed beneath the sheath from which a small, dftsky, two winged gnat emerges.
The eggs are deposited by the fly or gnat o« the upper surface of the leaves
near the sal k in May or June. The young maggota make their .way down
the outside of the straw beneath the leaf sheath to one of the lower joints,
usually the lowest one, where they station themselves and become imbeded in
the soft part of the stem. Here they I'emain until fully matured, when they
changft to the flax seed stage,— the pupae, and the flies soon emerging from
these, deposit iheir eggs on volunteer wheat, oats, rye, etc., also in fall sown
wheat and rye in September and October; the earlier sown wheat usually being
affected the woi'st. They pass the winter in the flax seed stage in the old straw
and in volunteer and sown wheat, and the fly emerges in the spring.
and

at the base of the

ment

of

—

This is a common wheat pest in West Virginia, often causing
serions loss.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 173, 178, 185, 189, 219,
232.

40. The Wheat Stem Maggot}— k.^\\\V\A?\i<^^xQ.Q\x\^^oT\i\
got, one-fourth of an inch long, mining in
changing to a small two-winged fly.

Thft eggs are deposited, in
in which the worm burrows

or

mag-

the stalks and causing the top to die;

May and Jime, upon the stalk near the upper joint
and develops causing the upper joint and head to

The flies emerging from this brood in July, deposit eggs on the volunteer
wheat and grass and one or two broods of flies develop, the last brood in time
to deposit eggs on the young wheat in September and October is when the maggots kill the central shoot and pass the winter in the stalk of the young plants,
die.

to

appear as

flies

in the spring.

This was a common wheat pest in Monongalia and Preston counties,
and doubtless occurs in other sections of the State.
For remedies, preventives, etc., see No. 178, 187, 188, 219,-232.

in 1895,

A

erican Frit Fly Maggot}
41. The
lar habits to the preceding species.

—Kesembles and

For remedies, preventives, see No. 178, 187, 188,

has simi-

219.

—

42. 21ie ComjKinion Tly Maggof'. Similar to the two preceding species in form and habits, bat much smaller.
All of the above, therefore, having similar habits, should have
See No. 39.
similar treatment.

Injury by Thrips.
Minute, slender insects, causing the
species mentioned above.

same conditions

as the three

43. J/ir*}?/. - Exceedingly small, slender, jet black, red or
yellowish, active insects, occurring under the sheath just above
1,

8,
3.

4.

Meromyza araoricana, Fitch,
OsciBis variabilis? Lcew.
OsclnissspCC)
Limot.lirips poapliagusC?)

WiiKAT, Etc.— Stalk.
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tlie l)aso of the nppcr joint, where thoy suck the snI),tanco from
the stalk and cause it to wither and die; there is little ditt'ereiico
in the young and adults; common ev^erywhere, hut the damage by

them

is

not, as a rule, terious.

Injury by

A

small

worm

tlie

Young

of a Moth.

boring in the stalk, causing the

to[)

to die.

—

44. Till- Stall' Borer.
(See Mo. 73) attacks wheat and other
small grain, causing the same white top appearance as mentioned
above.

Injury by Chinch Bugs and Plant Lice

D Small, dark or reddish striped bugs, or green plant lice covering
the stalk and leaves and sucking the sap.

—

45. The CJiineJt Bug\ Adult a black bug, marked with white, one
eighth of an inch lone; young forms reddish, resembling lice. All stages suck
the sap from the stalk and leaves and prevent the plant from developing.
The eggs are deposited l)y the adults, in the spring on, the roots of the young
plants they hatch in about two weeks into little red, louse-like bugs whicli
feed at lirst on the roots and afterwards on the stem, leaves and bead. They
reach maturity in six or seven weeks and migrate to other plants, often in enormous numbers, going from wheat lo oats, corn and ether plants.
;

This insect is an extremely destructive one, but fortunately has
not proven to be very common in West Virginia, except in restricted localities.
During the summer of 1895 it did considerable
damage in Grant and Hampshire counties, and I have been told
that it occurred several years ago in Mason county.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 171, 172, 173, 209, 222,
251.

—

46. The Grain Loiise^ (See No. 56,)
wheat and other grain; a common pest.

Injury by the

Young

of a

also attacks the stalks of

Moth and by Grasshoppers.

— See No. 14.
GrassJwppers and Locusts. — See Nos. 16,

47. Tlie Army Worm.

48.

Injury by the

A
die

of a Beetle,

small grub living in ihe base of the stalk, causing the stalk to
and change to a whitish color which shows distinctly among the

gi'een plants.
1.

Young

17.

BHsaus leucopterus;

Say.

—Leaves, Heads.
Grul/ — A small, wrinkly,

Wbeat.
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whitish grub,
49. The Wheat Stem
about one-half inch long when full grown; boring in the top root
and firf-t joint al)OYe the root; the burrow packed with borings,
killing the stalk alter it has formed ahead; changing to a black
snout beetle related to the plum curculio.

The eggs are df rositpcl by the female beetle on the stalk near the surface of
the ground, probably in May, June and July. The young grub bores into the
base of lhe stalk and roots, changing from one straw to another. When full
grown they change to a pupa in an earthen cell in the toil and the adult appears inlate summeror dunngtbefall, probably to pass the winter as an adult.*

This insect was common in the spring of 1895, in wheat
Monongalia county where it was quite a serious pest.
For remedies, preventives see No. 178.

in

fields

THE LEAVES.
I^If leaves have a sickly appearance and covered with small insects, see Nos. 50, 51.
If leaves are partly or wholly consumed or have a ragged appearance, see No. 16, 17.

50. llie Green Plant Zovse.-Seo No. 66.
51.

2he

Cliflnch

Bug.—SeQ No.

45.

Injury by Bugs and Plant Lice.
THS HEADS.
Heads die prematurely and have a whitish appearance, conspicuous among
mature; or
Jf white
If heads

the screen ones; have a ragged appearance; grain fails to
heads destroyed.
heads appear, see Nos. 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 49, 44.
have a roughened appearance and the grain is shriveled,

see No. 52.
If

covered with plant

see No. 56.
and the chaff

lice,

If the grain is eaten out
see No. 53.

If beads are cut off, see

No.

is

founi on the ground,

57.

Injury by the

Young

of Gnats.

Kernels shriveled; the heads have a rough and unnatural appearance, and with small, oransfe colored maggots on the inner
surface of the chaff' or milky grain.
1.

Sph«no(.h'iru-i sp

(pa,rnulus G.vll.?)
in timothy bulbs

*A similar insect obeerved
1896,

from Kanawha and Monongalia counties in Alay

Wheat— Heads.
52.
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—

The

Wh('iit 2[!<lge^
An oranjje yellow maggot from an eij.'hth to
an inch long, at)Sorl)ing the snbb'tance from the youtig kernel, cansing tliein to shrivel ami become worthless; adult, a minute gnat or midge.
The eggs are deposited by the midge in the crevices of the chaff about the
time the wheat is heading; the maggots hatching from the eggs crawl within
and feed unon the ilowers
milky juices of the kernel l)y absorption or sucking;
when the maggots are matured they leave the heads ami enter the
ground where they remain over winter to appear as adults in the spring.
a tenth of

c

This insect was extremely common and destructive in West Virginia some twent}' to thirty years ago, but of late years, it has not
to our knowledge, done much damage.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 170, 183, 184.

Injury by

tlie

Young

of a

Moth and by Grasshoppers.

Heads and young grain eaten by smooth, striped uorms, or by
grasshoppers, and chaff scattered on the ground.
The J^hife Ilea d

53,

Army Worm\ — When

worm

quite

yourg a

light col-

with a black head, found feeding on the leaves at maturity it is
striped \\ith yellow and brown about one inch long, and feed on the milky
ored

;

;

kernels of the heads.
The eggs are laid on the stem of the '.vheat in rows near the base of the
leaves ttie young worms hatch from the eggs in about five days, when they
feed on the leaves, and when about half grown, attack the milky "kernels in the
head they enter the ground or conceal themselves beneath rubbish to change
to the chrysalis stage; the moths appear the following May.
;

;

This insect has not been observed by us or reported iu
Virginia, but doubtless occurs in this State.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 181, 182, 2'15.54,
field,

The Angoumois Grain ILoth. —The young

West

feed on the grain in the

see Xo. 85.

Preventive No, 188.

—

55, The \\oJf 2loth^.
Similar to the above, but the worm
web over the grain and portions of the head.
Preventive No. 188.

Heads covered with small greenish

—

spins a

lice.

56, The Grain Tovse^.
A sma'l, soft bodied, pear-shaped, greenish
plant louse, sucking the vitality ont of the forming kernel^; causing them to
shrivel; the young and some of the adult lice are wingless, .while part of the
adults have wings.
The winged females deposit eggs on the young wheat in the fall; the eggs
hatching in the spring into female lice, which soon give birth to living young,
1.

Diplosis

2.

Leucania albilinea. Guen.
Timea granella. Linn.
Siphonophora avenal, Fab.

3.
4.

tritici,

Kirby.

Wheat—Heads.
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each at the rate of five or six a day, and seventy-five to one hundred before
The young commence to reproduce in a few days after they are
they die
born, and so on through the summer, increasing at an enormous rate if all the
Cf^nditions are favorable. They live on the blades and heads of wheat and
other small grain until it is harvested, when they change to other similar
plants and to the volunteer wheat, oats, eic, upon which they feed and breed
until the young winter wheat appears in the fall. At this time a generation of
winged maU s and females appears, and the females deposit eggs on the winter
wheat for the epillig brood.

This is an exceeedingly common insect in West Virginia, appearing at times and in certain section^ in enormous numbers, causing
It was
serious (iamage to the wheat crop, and loss to the growers.
reported from Marion, Mineral, Hampshire and Wood counties in
1890 and 1891, where it was unusually abundant.

For preventives, remedies,

Injury by the
Small worm mining
b&low the head.

etc., see

Young

Nos. 170, 246,

of a Small Bee.

in the straw causing

it

to break

off just

—

57. The Wheat Head Pruner-^ A small worm resembling the
wheat saw fly worm: the young of a four winged saw fly which we have termed
the Wheat Head Pruner to distinguish it from its near relative, and on account
of its habit of cutting off the upper joint of the straw, just below the kead, the
worm living in lower portion of the stalk or straw. It did considerable damage
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania in 1886 and 1887.

This insect has not been observed by us or reported in West
Virginia, but there is no apparent reason why it should not occur
in this State.

STORED GRAIN.
Stored grain damaged by having outer portions of the kernel
eaten, or interior hollowed out; sometimes covered with webs rendering it worthless for ordinary use.
If the exterior of the kernel is gnawed and the inner portion
partially or wholly consumed, without webs, see No. 58.
If exterior is not gnawed, but interior consumed, with round
holes in the kernels and some of the kernels are webbed together,
see JSos. 60

a, 61.

Injury by Beetles and Their Young.
The kernels gnawed from
young developing within the
1.

(?)

Dolerus

sp.

the outside
kernel.

by the

adults,

and the

Wheat - Stored
58. The Granary Weevil^

—A

Grain.
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brown and

small,

sliinin^,

flattened-

from an eighth
to a sixteenth of an inch long.
jotle, ..„
The head is
snout beetle,
.., pro-^
„.
f^,.^
lonjied into a six)ut with which it punctures the kernels, and eats into the
outer i)ort!on. The young form is a minute, footless grub.

The eo^gs are deposited in the punctures and the grubs hatching
from them feed upon the inner portion of the kernel where they
transform to the beetle about six weeks from the time the eggs
are deposited.*
This insect often does immense damage to stored wheat, corn
and other stored products in this country and Europe. It has not
been observed or reported in West Virginia, but doubtless occurs
in this State.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

Nos. 190, 191, 216, 232.

—A

small, brownish snout beetle, one59. TJie Bice Wetvif.
tenth to a sixteenth of an inch long, with four more or less distinct red spots on its wing covers; similar in olher respects and in
habits to the preceding species, except that this species is a more
general feeder, attacking rice and all of the smaller grains, the
adult often infesting crackers and cakes.
It is a common insect in West Virginia, and especially injurious
to corn and wheat that has been stored in one place more than one
year.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 190, 191, 193, 216, 232.

—

60. T]te Saiu- TootJttd Grain BeetU^. A slender flattened, reddish-brown beetle, one-tenth of an inch long, with six, saw-like
teeth projections along each side of the middle portion of the body,
(the thora> .)
It feeds upon the outer portion of the kernels and
the germ. The young is a minute, slender, active worm, I'eeding
on the outer and inner portion of the kernel and changing about
brood of this beetle may develop
from one kernel to another.
every 2'1 to 40 days.*

A

This is a common insect in West Virginia and is a general feeder,
attacking all kinds of grain, kernels of nuts, candies, museum
specimens, etc., and is a serious pest.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 190, 191, 192, 216, 232.

Injury by the

Young

of Moths.

Interior of the grain consumed by small worms and the injury
accompanied with webs.

60«. The Angownouis Grain Moth Worm.
field,' in the shock, stack and granary.

in the
1.

2.
3.

Calandri^graHaria, Linu.
Calaudria oryza, Linn.
Silvanus surinameusis, Linn.

*Conipiled

—Attacking the grain
See No.

85.

Indian Corn - Seed in Ground.
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—

The Mediteranean Flour Moth Wotm^. A small caterpillar, or
similar to the preceding, except that it is sparsely covered with long
hairs.
This is a serious pest, attacking grain and flour in milJs in Canada and
portions of New Y^ork.
61.

worm

This insect has not been observed in
bhould keep a sharp J )okout for it.
Its presence in mills may
of flour and bran.

be

known by

West Virginia but

millers

the machinery becoming clogged with

masses

If this condition should occur in any of the flourino: raihs in
the State the fact should be reported to the Experiment Station in
order that we may assist in preventing the spread of the pest.
For preventives, remedies, etc.^ see Nos. 190, 191, 192, 216, 232,

INDIAN CORN.
The Seed in the Ground.
The corn

fails to

If the grain
see No. 62.

If the grain
]f holes are

come

up.

is

hollowed out and the meal

is

gnawed from the

left

about in the

soil,

outside, see Nos. 63, 64.

bored through the kernels, see Nos. 63,

65, 66.

Injury by Ants.

—Two kinds of

ants have been recorded as attacking
ground. As a rule, however, ants in
the soil with the sprouting and gro'v^ing seed indicate the presence
of plant lice. See No. 71.

62. Ants^

and injuring the seed

in the

Injury by the
Mining

into

Young

of Beetles.

and consuming the kernels.

—

63. Wire Worms. Nine kinds of wire
See No. 2.
the seed in the ground.

worms

are said to attack

64. T'tfw other hinds of worms are noted by Forbes^ as injuring
the seed in the ground, one^ of which is common in West Virginia,
but is usually found in the bark of trees or feeding on sap, and is
1.

2.

2.
3.

4.

Ephestia Kuehniella, Zell.
Solenopsis flebilis, Mavr.

Myronica soabrinodis lobicorois, Nyl.
Forbes' 7th Rep't, lusects of 111.
Ips fasciatus.

Indian Corn

—Seed.
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supposed to be more beneficial than injurious. The other one' has
not l)een observed (>r reported in West Virginia.
For remedies and preventives see Nos. 208, 202.

Injury by the

Young

of Flies or Gnats.

INIagorots mining- into the grains, feeding upon the germs and
inner substance after the kernels have become soft from laying in
the ground.

65.

Thn Seed Corn Mag(J0l\—k.

Iniscr end dark, about ore-fourth of
tile hout^e fly.

whitish or ypllowisli maggot with
to a fly resenil)ling

an inch long, changing

It has not been observed or reported in West Virginia, but
doubtless occurs hero.
For preventives, remedief etc., see Nos. 17G, 20S, 195.
,

—

66. Bhivl'-htoded (rra^H MaggoiJ'. A small, slender, white worm,
one-tenth to one-fifth of an inch long, with jet black head; infesting the soft
kernels and converting the inner substance into a paste-like substance, changing to a two winged gnat.
Cool, wet weather following corn planting, favors the attack of
manure in the hill would offer favorable
conditions for its presence.
There are numerous species of this class of insects, known as
fungus ffnats, but have not been observed or reported as attacking
corn in W^est Virginia. That they may do so in favorable seasons
for their occurrence, there can be no doubt.
I have observed similar worms in orange seeds, planted in tte greenhouse; and the
])0'ato scab gnat and other species of the same class were seriously
injurious to potatoes in the hill, in diiferent section*^ of the State,
in 1891-2.
See No. 87.
For remedies, preventives, etc., see Nos. 208, 176, 195.
this insect; also stal)le

THE ROOTS.
Young plants of a dwarfish appearance, in patches over the field,
with the lower leaves of a yellowish or reddish hue, stop growing
when about a foot high, or die.
If roots and base of stalk are onsumed, see No. 67.
If holes are bored into roots and base of the stalk, see No. 68.
If some of the roots are dead, others decaying at the ends, or
longitudinal, brown lines occur on the roots, see Nos. 69, 70.
1.

Systena taeniata.

2.

AnthomjHa Zeae,

3.

Sciara sp.

Riley.

-

Indian
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If ants are observed around the plants and the roots are dead or
shriveled, and small, bluish, soft- bodied insects covered with a
whitish substance are found on or near the roots, see No. 71.

Injury by the

Young

of Beetles.

White, grubs or white worms consuming or mining into the cenand smaller roots, or consuming and mining into the base of
the stalk of young, growing corn.
tral

—

67. The White Grubs. These are serious enemifs to the roots
of corn, cutting off the main and lateral roots, and thus checking
the growth of the plant, or killing it. For further description see

No.

1.

68. The Wire Worms. —Are also destructive to the young corn
For farther descripin the roots and base of the stalk.
tion, etc. see No. 2.

mining

,

—

Worm} a slender, white worm, twoan inch long, with head and tail end yellowish brown; mining in root«s
of corn; consuming them or causing them to decay; the young of a small greenish beetle that feeds on the i>ollen of corn and other plants. The eggs are deposited by the beetle about the roots of cornstalks and stuV)ble in the late summer or fall, and hatch the following spring, to attack the young corn if planted
in the same land. The worms feed upon the roots until August, when they
change to the pupae and shortly after the adult emerges.
69. The Northern Corn Boot

fifths of

This is a destructive pe'^t in the North and West, but has not
been observed or reported in West Virginia as doing damage to
corn.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

No. 178.

—

70. The Southern Cor7i Boot Worm^ A small, slender, whitish
worm, somewhat larger than the preceding, mining and feeding
upon the roots; the young of a common, ^small, yellowish green
with twelve black spots on its back, found feeding on the
loaves of plants; closely related to the striped cucumber beetle;
life history not fully known.*
This is an exceedingly common insect in West Virginia, and the
larvae doubtless do considerable damage to the roots of corn and
other plants, while the adult is classed among our injurious, leaf

beetle,

eating insects.
For preventives, remedy,

etc., see

No. 202.

Injury by Plant Lice.
Eight
Roots deadened or dwarfed without external injury.
kinds of plant lice are known to attack the roots of corn, of which
1.
2.

Diabrotica longicornis, Say. *Compiled.
Uiabrotija 12-puuotata, Oliv.

Indian

Corn— Roots.

the Corn Root Louse^ No. 71 and the Grass Root Louse^ No.
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6,

are

especially injurious.

—

71. The Corn Root Louse}
A small, bluish green, pear shaped, softbodied insect, with a whitish nil)stance eoveriiig the body, and witli mouth
parts fornif-il for sucking, by which it pierces the roots and sucks out the sapor
liqniris.
Tlie young forius and the adults are wingless, except a lirood that appears in May.
The eggs of thir^ plant louse which are deposited on or near the old roots, in
the fall are collected by the corn louse ant'- and taken to its nest where they
are stored until spring, when the i«its transfer tl.e eggs or young lice to the
roots of smart weed and pigeon grass and then to corn, and are there cared for
and protected by the ants. In return for tins indispensable service the plant
lii'e furnish a ([uantity of honey-like li(juid from two tube-like project'ons on
the hinder parts of their bodies upon which the ants feed. All the lice hatching from the eggs are females and they multii)ly at an enormous rate, each female having young without the intervention of males, at the rate of about one
every two or tliree hours, and the olispring.s, which are also females, commence
having young wlien they are a few days old. The ants transfer the lice from
plant lo plant to form new colonies^ This process proceeds until fall, when the
males appear and the last brood of females lay eggs which are cared for by the
ants, as previously stated.
Ti us, the ants contribute quite as much to the trouble as do the plant Hce
themselves.

«

its benefactor, the ant, are common insects in
portions of West Virginiw, and in one section, near Ripley Landincf, in .Jackson county, they were found to be exceedingly common and destructive to c^rn, in May, 1891.

This insect and

For preventives, remedies,

etc.

,

see Nos. 170, 178, 196.

THE STALK.
Young

plants suddenly disappear or wither, central shoots die or
burrows or punctures in the stalk; or they have sickly

wilt; small

appearance and covered with minute insects.
If plants are cut off above or beneath the surface of the ground,
and the leaves are drawn into the soil, see No. 72.
If young plants wither or are cut off, and upon close examination
a web is found at the base of the stalk, see No. 72rt.
If the central shoot of young plants withers and dies and is easily
pulled out, or holes are bored into the stalk after they are nearly
f ul

I

grown see No 73.
young shoots are punctured before

leaves unroll, and the
leaves are tilled with small holes, see No. 71; if large holes, see No.
If

80.

If the stalk has a diseased appearance, and is covered with small,
greenish insects, see No. 76.
If covered with minute, reddish and
black insects, see No. 75.
\.

*

Aphis maidirad^cis, Fabr.
Labius brunneus.

Indian Corn
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Injury by the

— Stalks.

Young

of Moths.

Portions or the whole of the plant consumed by
and remain in the soil throiio;h the day.

worms

that feed

at night

—

These are among th e worst enemies of the 3'oung
For further account of cut- worms see No. 7.

7S. CuUvorms.

growing corn.

—

Web Worms. Living in a web at the base of the youngwhere it feeds upon and kills the plant. For further ac-

12a.
stalks

count of these insects, see No.

8.

—

73. The Stalk Borer} A dark colored worm, one to one and a
quarter inches long, with three white lines on the back the full
length of the body; on some examples the stripes occur on the front
and rear third with the central poriton black or brown; boring
into the stalk of young corn, and at different points in the older
stalk, mining in the pith; the worm changes to a chrysalis in the
stalk, or in the ground, from which a yellowish moth emerges.
are deposited on almost all kinds of plants early in April and May,
hatched the young worms bore into the young stalk. If the
be too small to accommodate it, it migrates to a stalk, either of
the same or some other kind of plant that is larger. Tne woi'm changes to a
chrysalis in its V.nnow in the plant in July and August, or in the soil, the
moth appearing in the fall, or possibly the following spring.

The eggs

and

as soon as
stalk proves to

There is possibly several kinds of worms having this same habit
of boring in the st dks of plants, but so far only two have been recorded as attacking corn.
I'he stalk borer is a common insect in West Virginia and has been
observed in corn and a great number of other plants. Small worms
apparently of this same species are often found in the stalks of blue
grass early in the spring, causing what is known as white top.
For preventives and remedies, see Nos. 171, 174, 230.

Injury by Beetles.

Young
roll.

shoots punctured by a small beetle before the leaves unAfter they have unfolded they show numerous small holes.

—

74. The Sculptured Corn CurcuUo^ A dark colored snout beetle
about three-tenths of an inch long; head and legs black; feet reddish, and with snout one-third the length of its body; mining into
the

young

shoots; a serious pest in some sections of the country*.
in West Virginia, but has not been observed or

Probably occurs

reported.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 171.
1.

2.

Gertyna nitela, Guen. *Complied.
Spbenophorus sculptilis, Uhlr.-

Indian

Corn— Leaves.
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Injury by Plant Lice and Chinch Eugs.
Plants showinof an unhealthy condition and stdlks covered with
reddish and I)hick l)no:s, or the stalk of the ear covered with greenish lice,

75. The Chinch

Bug —See

No.

4.5.

76 Jhe Corn Aphul.^—\)w\\ screen or redish lice covering the
stalk that bears the ear: sucking the nourishment and preventing
normal development of the grain, also occurring on the main stalk
and the leaves.
For preventives, remedies,

etc.,

seeNos. 170, 178.

THE LEAVES.
Leaves partly or wholly consumed, or exhibiting a diseased
condition.
Jf leaves are partly or wholly consumed, see Nos. 77, 77rt, llh.
If the leaves exhibit a diseased condition and are covered with
minute, reddish and black stinkinsf bugs, see No. 78.
If covered with greenish or reddish plant lice, see No. 79.

—

77. The Army Worm, not a common insect in West Virginia
but liable to appear and do much damage, .see No. 14.
77 ff. The Locusts and Grcisshopjm's, — nos. 16, 17, When com-

mon

these insects are quite injurious.

77b. CUinl)ing Cutworms,
by cutting off the leaves.

—

(see

No.

7,)

may do some damage

Injury by Chinch Bugs and Plant Lice.
Plants have a sickly appearance from the loss of sap extracted

by the bugs and plant

lice.

78. The Chinch Bug.— See No. 4.5.
79. 7he Corn Aphis. Plant lice, sucking the substance from
the leaves, see No. 76.

—

THE EAR.
The growing ear injured, preventing perfect development, or
causing diseased condition.
If the growing kernels are eaten and the burrowed spaces are
filled with excrement, see Nos. 80, 81.
If stalks of ear and husks are covered with plant lice, see No
83.
If

covered with minute, reddish'and black stinkino- buors, see

82.
1.

Aphis maidis.

No

Indian Corn.
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— Eae.

Injury by the Young of a Moth.
Burrows between the husk and cob by a worm; the young grains
on the end of the ear eaten; the silk dead and the burrows filled
with excrement.

—

80. The Corn Ear ^^orin} A pale green, or sometimes brownish
worm, one to one and a quarter inches long when full grown; burrowing into
the end of the ear and consuming the young grain; changing to a chrysalis in
the ground and then to a moth.
The moth deposits her eggs on the silk of th*^ forming ear=; the your g worms
hatch from the eggs and mine into the ear and feed upon the f-ucculent kernels
until they are fully developed; then they leave the ear and go into the ground,
where they change to a chrysalis, remaining thus about two weeks, when the
moth emerges. A brood of moths appear in the spring from the chrysalis
that remained in the soil overwinter. There are probably three broods of this
insect in a single season. In the South, where cotton is grown, it is known a^
the Cotton Boll

Worm.

common

insect in West Virginin and often does imIt also attacks young
especially to sweet corn.
In the spring of 1895 the moth apbeans, peas, tomatoes, etc.
peared before there were any ears forming, and it deposited it eggs
on the central shoot of the young corn plants and the worms
did considerable damage by boring into and consuming the tender blades. The leaves that were not cut oif by the worms
showed rows of holes across them when they unfolded. It also
was quite injurious to bunch bean and peas, see but the corn was
was damaged very little by it that season.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 181, 178, 228.

This

is

a

mense damage,

Injury by Beetles.
The young kernels are consumed but the spaces are not filled
is the case when the injury is caused by the

with excrements, as
corn worm.

—

81. Tht, Indian Cetonid'
A brownish, hairy beetle, two thirds of an
inch long by two fifths of an inch broad, head dark, wing covers yellowishbroAvn, with pearly and metallic tints; mider side of the body black and hairy;
emitinga strong odor when handled; resembling a bumblebee when flying; appears early in the spring; tommon on flowers, and feeds upon young corn and
ripe fruit. The young form is a white grub, but its life history has not been

worked

out.

It is a

common insect

in

West

For preventives, rememedies,

Virginia.
etc., see

No. 228.

Injury by Chinch Bugs and Plant Lice.
the
— Attacking
the

83. Tlie Chinch Bugs.
prevents perfect development
1.

H-liothls arraifrer, Hubn,
inda, Linn.

i. Tfluphoria

of

stalk of the ear
ear, see Nos. 45, 76.

and the husk

—
Indian Corn- Stored Grain.
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—

83. The Corn A2?his.
Attacks tho stalk of tho ear and the
husk and does some daniasfe. Jts habits and life history are similar to that of

other plant lice,* see >'o, 56.

THE STORED GRAIN.
Stored grain daniacred by havinof outer portions of the kernel
eaten, or interior hollowed out and sometimes covered with webs,
rendorino- it worthless for ordinary use.
Jf the exterior of the kernel is snawed and the inner portion
partially or wholly consumed
without webbs— see Nos. 83a, i, c

—

and

84.'

wholly or partly consumed, with round
tho outer end, and the injury is attended with web, see

If interior of kernel is
hole<s in

No. 85.

Injury by Beetles and their Young-.
Adults o;nawino; the grain
veloping- within the kernel.

from the outside and the young

83^. The Granary Weevil. —Sqq^o. 56.
The Rice Weevil.— ^qq No. 59.
83(^. The Savj-toothed Grain Beetle.
See No.
83/>.

—

de-

60.

—

84. The Caddli An oblong, depressed, bark-brown beetle,
about a third of an inch long.
The young is a whitish, fleshy
worm with a l)lack or brown head, and dark spots in the three segments back of the head, and with two horny, curved projections
on its tail end
Both the adult and the larvae feed on the grain,
the beetle feeding upon the outer portion and the larvae hollowing
out the kernel, moving from one kernel to another along the cob,
and finaly changing to a pupa in one of the kernels; "the adult
emerges through a large opening in the outer end. Corn infested
by this insect has the appearance of having been eaten by mice.
Some ears of corn infested by this insect and the saw-toothed grain
beetle were sent to the Station by W. Harrison Pyles, Hebron,
Pleasants county, W. Va., who reported that considerable
had been done to corn that had been kept over one year.
Remedies, Nos. 190, 191, 216.

damage

Injury by the Young of Moths.
Character of injury similar to that of the Granary Weevil and
Rice Weevil, except that there are a few webs present, more or
less adhering to the kernels.
CompUfd.
1,

Penebroidesmuritanious, Linn,

Potato
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Tubers.

Grain Moth.^—T\iQ larva smooth, white
segment of body brownisl about twofifths inches long; feeding within the kernels and boring holes
through the shells from which the moths escape. The adult re85. Tlie Angoumois

worm whh head and

first

;

semble the common clothes moth.
The eggs are laid between the rows of kernels on the ear in the
field or granary, and the yoting worms bore into the kernel where
they feed and develop in about three weeks to their full growth,
then changing to the chrysalis, and the moth, the latter emerging
in about 30 to 40 days after the eggs are deposited.
This is a common insect in West Virginia and is a general feeder
upon grain and other similar su> stances.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

Nos. 188, 190, 191, 216.

THE POTATO.
THE PLANTED SEED TUBERS.
come up, and if upon examination the eyes,
or the tuber has been eaten or is hollowed out,
presentino- a decayed appearance, it may be caused by insects.
]f the surface is gnawed and the vital portions eaten away, see
Nos. 85«-J.
If presenting a decayed appearance and without odor, or the interior portion worked into a paste like substance, see No. 86.
or

The potato fails
young sprouts,

to

Injury by the
85a.

Young

of Beetles.

—

White Grubs. (see No. 1,) may attack the seed tubers and
so they will fail to grow.
Wire Wor?ns. —(see No. 'i,) may also do similar damage.

damage them
Qbb.

Injury by the

Young

of Gnats.

86. 7 he Fungus Gnats., (see No. 88) may
at least breed in seed tubers in the ground

do some damage. They
and are thus brought in
contact with the growing tubers which they may attack and cause
See No. 55.
serious damage.

THE GROWING AND MATURED TUBERS IN THE
HILili.

Tubers injured or destroyed; injured by surface blemishes
other than that caused by fungus scab; destroyed by having all
or part of the tuber but the skin converted into a starchy, pasty
or me dy substance, or a decayed condition not the result of dis
eased germs.
Jf a small or large cavity occurs, partly or entirely covered by
the thin skin of the tuber, or with portions of the skin projecting
1,

Gelechia

cserealella, 01.

^

.

Potato— Growing Tubers.
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from the edges of the cavity, and the interior of the cavity whnn
washed out ^hows a smooth, pitted surface, or minute, slender,
white worms with })lack htads are found in the pits. See IS'os.
87, 88.
if ordinary f unions

scab spots contain a whitish, mealy substance, ami minute smooth, round bodied objects are common beneath, or in this substance, see No. 8'J; if white worms, see No. 87,
88.
If portions of the

surface of the tul)er is eaten away and the
surface of the wound has a healthy appearance and shows minute
tooth marks, see No. 00.
If round holes are bored into the skin and deep into the tuber,
or entirely through it, see No. 01.
If the tubers have the appearance <.f being affected by the rot
disease, but are free from an unnatural odor and a paste like, or a
mealy substance occurs within the skin, see Nos. 87, 88.

Injury by the

Young

of Gnats.

Minute, whitish worms, with black heads, feeding in decayed
upon the health}- substance of the,tuber.

spots in the tubers, also

—A

iScab Gnat ^onn
minute, white, slender
one- sixth of an inch long consuming the healthy substance
of the tubers, causing one form of the potato scab, or a condition
resembling rot changing to a wingless female and a winged male
gnat.
^

87. The Potato

worm,

;

;

The eggs are deposited by the gnat on stored tubers in the cellar
duiing the fall, wmter and spring. The young worms enter the
old scab spot> or slightly injured places, and under favorable conditions a brood is developed every twenty to twenty-five days,
in
the spring the gnats deposit their eggs in stable manure or other
decaying vegetation, or on the seed potatoes and gi-owing tubers in
the hill to wnich they may have been transferred on the seed tubers
or in vegetable matter
Here the young worms may attack the healthy skin of young
tubers, but preferably where the skin has been in any manner
slightly or seriously injured, or where scab spots are being formed
by the scab fungus. (Jnce within the tuber and the conditions remaining favorable the potato is destroyed by them, but if the worms
are driven out by their natural enemies, or the soil becomes so dry
that they disappear, the places infested by them will show nearly
the same characters as the ordinary scab, and may be easily mistaken for it.
Favorable conditions for the occurrence of this insect in injurious, or destructive numbers, and for their attack upon potato
tubers in the store room or in the soil are moist, warm cellars in
which potatoes are stored, and prolonged, cool wet weather in the
1

Epidapus

scabiei,

Hopk,

Potato
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They cannot exist, or at least thrive in
spring, Slimmer or fall.
dry soil or in a perfectly dry store room.
Daring the summer of 1891 and 1892 this insect and its near
relatives, the fiingur* gnat worais, were especially common in Wood
and Monongalia counties; and from personal study, observation
and reports I am confident that immense loss of potatoes was
caused by them during these years, in different sections of the
Tubers received from Philadelphia contained great numState.
bers of the insects, which is evidence that they were common in
other sections of the country, as well as in West Virginia.
It must be remembered that while the potato scab gnat worms
causae forms of potato scab, and may effect serious loss by extending injuries resuliing from other causes, they are by no means to
blame for all kinds of potato scab, since it is well established that
a f (uigas discovered by Or. Thaxter is the prin e cituse of the commoner foi'ms of the scab.
The gnats n)ay however, under favorable conditions be more destructive than the fungus on account of their habit of penetrating
deep into the substance of the tuber, thus rendering it w,orthless.
For preventives, emedies, etc., see No. 170, 178, 176, 208, 194,
195.
i

—

Fam/m Gnat Wonns.^ A number of worms, similar
appearance to the potato scab gnat worms, but larger
The habits of all of
atid both sexes of the adults hive wings.
the fungus gnat worms that mfest the potato tubers are similar and the same general treatment answers for all.
83

The

in general

Injury by Mites.
Small round bodied white objects in scab spots feeding on diseised or healthy substance of the tuber.
89. Mites''' -Small, round bodied, eight-legged objects, related
to spiders, feeding in scab spots and extendmg the injury, but it
afipears that they are not capable of causing a scab, and the injury
caused by them is not of a serious character. In fact, the presence
of this little creature appears to be disagreeable to the scab gnat
worms, since they appear to be driven out by them when the mites

become numerous.

Injury by the

Young

of Beetles.

Cavities gnawed in the outer substance
into or through the tuber by worms.

Grub Worms (See No.
growing potato tubers.

90. 'White

damage
1.

8,

to

Soiena sp.
Order Acarina.

1).

by grubs, or holes bored

— Often

do considerable

Potato

— Stalks and Leaves.

91. The Wire ^Yorml< (see No. 2)
tato tubers.

al.^o
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attack and horo into po-

THE STALKS.
Stalks wilt and die
is

;

boles l)ored

int<^

tbem, or be inner portion
I

hollowed out.

If a small, whitish gru!) is fonnd in the burrows, see Nt). 92
holes are bored into the stalk or a l)lack and white striped worm
found in the burrows, see No. 93.
If stalks are cut ott' near the ground, s-ee No. 91.
;

Injury by the
92.

Young

The Potato Stalk Borer}

if
is

of a Beetle.

—

A whitisli, legless gmb, one-tV,nrth of
fully devoloi^ed; mining in the stalk near the ground, causing the staik to wilt the adult a tmall, grayish, snout beetle.
The female beetles lay their eggs in a slit made for the purpose just above
thesurface of the ground. The eggs hatch in a few days and tlie worms boring
into the heart of the stt-m mine downward towards tbe roots
In a few we«ks
they change to the pupa within the stalk, and late in summer emerges as adults.
In this stage the insect passes the winter iu the stalk or any secluded place it
can find. It also breeds in the stalk of various weeds.
an inch long when

;

This insect has not been observed or reported in West Virginia.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 173. 230, 232.

Injury by the
93.

The Stalk Borer.

worm mining

Young

— (See No.

73. )

of a Moth.

— A black and white striped

in the stalks.

—

—

94. CutiDorms. (See No. 7.) These insects were serious enemies to young potato plants in the spring of 1895, especially in
Jackson county, W. Va., where they kept the tops cut down over
large fields.

THE LEAVES.
Leaves consumed; punctured with minute h( les, or have a curled
and sickly appearance.
If leaves are partly or wholly consumed and infested with reddish, soft, round-bodied insects and hard shelled, yellow and brown
striped beetles, see No. 96.
If leaves have a ragged appearance, infested by long bodied,
black or striped active beetles, see No. 97.
If infested by large green worms with long spine on their tail
ends, see No. 100.
If leaves are punctured with small holes, or the surface eaten in
spots, see No. 98.
1

Triohobaria trinotrata, say.

Potato
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Injury by Beetles and their Young".
Leaves partly or wholly consumed and the bare stalks left standing, see No. 6i; or have a ragged appearance, see No. 62; or punctured with small holes, see ISo. 63.

—

96. T/ie Colorado Potato Beetle} A thick-set, brown and yellow striped beetle, too familiar to every potato grower to need
further desciiption, as

backed young frrm of

is

the variegated red, soft bodied, humpone of ttie worst potato pests known.

this,

As soon es the potato appears in the spring the beetles lay their orange colored etggs in patcheH usualiy on the underside of the leaves. These hatch in
about ft weefc into Venetian red creatures that at once begin to devour the
As the young grow they become lighter in color, and plainly show two
plant.
rows of spots on eacii eide of tJae body. Keaching full growtn in two or three
weeks, they leave the plant and burrow into the soil where they change to the
Ihsy now emerge from the ground and provide
pupffi, thence to the adult.
tor another generation, there being three or four during the year.
'Ibe pest
hiberuate as adults and pupse.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

Nos. 229, 231, 202, 242, 245.

—

87. The Blister Beetles.^ Seven species of blister beetles are
to attack the potato leaves, but there are only three kinds

known

that are especially common and destructive to potatoes in West
V irgiuia, namely, the Pennsylvania Blister Beetle^^ a uniform
black t-pecies; the Ash Colored Blister Beetle^^ with a variety of the
same known as the Margined Blister Beetle. The third species is
the Striped Blister Beetle^" which is yellowish with front part of
the body marked with black and with two black stripes on tbe wing
coyers. All have similar habits in leeding upon potato, beet,
tomato and leaves of other garden plants, and are common on
They are very active in
the flowers of the goldenrod and aster.
using their legs, but seldom resort to flight, although they have
well developed wings. These insects are widely distributed throughout the country and belong to the same family as the (Spanish Jb'ly
of Europe, in fact, derive iheir name from the blisters they cause
when the liquids of their bodies come in contact with the skin of
of the hands or other parts of the person.

The eggs of these insects are laid in the ground where the young remain
feeding principally on grasshopper eggs, and it is only during tlae adult stage
that they are iniurious.

These are common insects in West Virginia and often prove serious pests, espacially during the year following one in w^hich grasshoppers or locusts were common.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. 202, 224.
1.

Doryphora decemlineata, Say.

2.

Numerous

3.

h,.

4.

E, cinera.

5.

Eploauta

species belonging to the genu* (Lytta.) Epicauta.

Peunsylvanica.
vlttata,

Potatoes— Leaves and Tubers.
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—

98. Itlea Beetles.
A number of species of flea beetles attack
the ])ot!ito leaves, all havincr souiowhat similar habits.
They are
small, black or brown beetles, varyinor in size from one-sixteenth
to one-eiohth of an inch ionor, jumpino^ like a flea when disturbed.
Tlie youno- mine in the leaves or roots of different plants, but
their life history is not well known
black and small brown species are quite common on potato
leaves in West Virtjinia, but as a rule, the damage is not very great.
For remedies, see Nos 202, 207, 212.
99. Tlivee Lined Leaf Beetle} Youug somewhat similar to that
of the Colorado beetle, but covered with a cloak composed of their
excrements. The adult is a three lined beetle, resembling the *cucumber beetle. It has not been re[)orted from West Virginia.
For remedies, see Nos. 202, 228.

A

—

Young

Injury by the

of Moths.

—A

100. The Horn Worm'.
large green worm v^ith a horn on
end the adult is a large bodied moth common in West Virginia, feeding upon the potato, tomato and tobacco.
See also No. 167
tail

102.

;

CutwoTTYis.

siderable

— (See No. — Climbing cutworms may do con7.)

damage by cutting

off the leaves at night.

STORED TUBERS.
Tubers converted into a condition resembling decay.
103. The Potato Scab Gnat

104.

Lung us Gnat Worms.

Worm.~^QQ No.

— See No.

87.

88.

These insects often do serious damage when potatoes are stored
damp cellars, the trouble often being attributed to ordinary decay or potato rot.
Preventive, a dry store room.

in

SWEET POTATOES.
THE ROOTS AND TUBERS.
Roots gnawed or mined.

Injury by the

—

Young

105. The White Gruhs^ (No.
and gnaws cavities in them.
Leraa trilineata Oliv
1
2 Phlegetljontius (Sphinx) celius.
"
oaroliua.
*Compiled.

].)

of Beetles.

often att^icks sweet potatoes

Sweet Potato — Leaves.
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106. The Wire Tl^n/i,

— (No.

2

)

also attacks the tubers.

THB STALK.
Youiiit plants cut off at the surface of the

ground

at night,

and

consumed.
107. Ciitworms.— {^^Q No. 7.) The sweet potato plant is the
certain kinds of cutworms, and they often do
much damage and cause serious loss to sweet potato growers in

favorite food of

West

Virginia.

THB LEAVES.
Leaves have irregular holes eaten into them and completely riddled; surface eaten away in spots and strips.
If leaves have a ragofed or riddled appearance with odd looking
insects on them, (see No. 108.)
If the surface of the leaves is eaten away in sDots and strips,
(see No. 109.)

Injury by Beetles and Their Young.
Leaves gnawf d and ragsred, and on the underside
insects of various sizes are found feeding.

odd looking

—

108. Tertoise Beetles,'^ The five different species of these small
beetles, that attack the potato range from one-fourth to three- tenths
of an inch in length; some species shining like gold, others with
bright, metallic luster, and closely resembling a turtle in minia-

The young are broad and iiat, with many radiat'ng spines
and a forked tail which retaitis their cast off skin and excrement.
This tail forms a covering or parasol for the insect which is car-

ture.

ried over the back.

The eggs are laid singly up n the leaves and held in place by a
The larvfe feed almost
sticky substance which the in>^ect secretes.
exclusively on the under side of the leaves, and reach full growth
in about three weeks, then they fasten the last two or three segments of the body to a leaf, and in a couple of days change to
In about a week the adult emerges. The winter is passed
pupa3.
in the adult stage*.
These insects are common in West Virginia, and are the worst
enemies of the sweet potato, often causing much damage when this
crop

is

grown.

For preventives, remedies,

&c., see Nos. 202, 228, 236.

Injury by Flea Beetles.
Small
1.

flea beetles

feeding upon the surface of the leaves.

Several species belonging to the genus Cassida.

*Compi)ed.

Asparagus and Cabbage.
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109. The Flea Beetlr.'^-{Seo No. 98.)-QnitG a serious pest, feeding upon the surface of the lea- es and often causing them to turn

brown and

die.

last few years.
see Nos. 202, 207, 236.

Coninion at Morgfantown within the

For preventives, remedies,

etc

,

ASPARAGUS.

THE STALKS AND LEAVES.
Tender stalks v^ith irreajiilar, roundish spots eaten into them and
the older plants defoliated or the bark eaten.

Injury by

tlie

Adult and Young of a

Beetle.

—

110.
The AsjMragu^ Beetle.'^ A pretty, red, ye]]ow and Phining
black insect, about one-fourth of an inch in length adult with head black
thorax tawny red with two more or less distinct b'ack spots on its crown wing
covers lemon-yellow and black, with orange margin young dull ash-grey or
obscure olive head Ij'ack, and jnst back of it two shining spots legs black.
This insect passe-* the winter in the adult stale beneath bark, in crevices of
wood and other sheltered places. As soon as the f-sparagus shows itself in the
spring the beetles at once commence to feed upon it, and after pairing, deposit
In about eight days the eggs hatch
their (>ggs upon any portion of the shoots.
and the larv<e feed vigorously upon the outer surface of the young shoots and
reach full growtli in about twelve days. They then leave the plant, and beneath the surface of the ground or simply under the leaves, make a slight cocoon in which they change to pupte, and ten days later the beetles emerge.
There are probably three or four broods a season the last brood feeding upon
the bark and leaves of the older plants.
;

;

;

;

;

;

This is an imported pest from Europe, and like other injurious
insects that find their way to this country from foreign lands, is a
serious pest in some sections of the United States.
It has not been observed or reported in West Virginia, but if it
is not here, it will doubiless soon appear wherever asparagus is
cfrown in any considerable quantity.
Therefore, asparagus growers should look out for it, and, if possible, prevent it from becom-

ing permanently established.
For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

Nos.

215(2, 234, 241.

CABBAGE.
Cauliflower, Kohl-Kabi, Kale, Eape, Brussels sprouts, Turnips,
Rutabaga, Radish, Etc.

THE BOOTS.
Plants checked in their growth, turn bluish, or suddenly wilt
under the hot sun.
If rootlets are burrowed along their surface and the main root
is mined or girdled, see No. 111.
1

Cricceris asparagi, Linn.
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Cabbage, Etc.— The Roots.

If the roots are cut off or eaten

Injury by the

away, see No. 113a.

Young

of Flies.

Roots and base of stalk burrowed and containing whitish maggots.

—

White, cylindrical, footless unaggots, about one111. Cahhage Maggots
third of an inch long when full grown: living in the roots and stalk of cabbage
and other nearly related plant"; feeding upon the juices and seriously injuring
and killing the plant; changing to two winged flies resembling somewhat
houseflies, but smaller.
There are at least three kinds of these root or stalk boring maggots that attack the cabbage, turnip, raddish, etc., one that attacks the onion, No 169a
a-iid another attacking tne corn, No. 55.

The European Cabbage Maggot^-is by

far the worst enemy to the roots
Cabbage. The following account of its life history applies also in a general
way to the other species:
The flies appear in the spring about the time of setting cabbage plants. The
pggs are placed near the surface of the ground close to the stem. They hatch
fn about a week, and the larvse feed for about thr-ee weeks when they, usually
leave the roots and change to puparia in the soil near by.
According to the
different authors the duration of this stage varies greatly, from two weeks to
three months.
There are probably three broods of this pest during the season, the second
gpneration changing to the pupae in July. The winter is evidently passed as
flies, pupae and maggocs
the last mentioned in the old cabbage roots, the
purae in the soil, and the flies in most any secluded place.
This is a veiy df-structive imported enemy with which the cabbage grower
has to contend, and is widely distributed, occurring in nearly every State of
the Union and the Provinces of Canada, doing much damage not, only to
cabbage, but to other similar plants.

of

—

—

This and the radiA maggot are quite common in West Virginia,
bnt did not begin to attract much attention until the summer of
1890 and 1891, when the cabbage maargot proved quite destructive
to cabbage plants along the Ohio Valley from Hancock to Wayne
counties.
But the radish maggot has been especially troublesome
at Morgantown. for possibly seven or eig-ht years.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see Nos. i73, 178, 197, 197f and
216.

112. Jimigus

Gnat TForms,— See Nos. 87 and

88.

These black headed worms were found quite common in turnips
injured by the cab>>age maggot in 1894, and from what is known
of their habits they may, in connection with this insect, prove a
troublesome pest, especially in wet seasons.

Injury

bj^

the

Young

of Beetles.

Riots cutoff or injury similar to that caused by the cabbage
maggot, affecting young plants.
1

Phorbia (AnthomyLa) brassical, Bouch.

Cabbage, Etc.

— Stalks

and Leaves.
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—

Youno^ of these beetles are small, elongated,
113. flea Beetles.
six legged worms, boring in the roots or leaves of cabbage and
other plants, often doing considera])le damage to young plants.
See 117.
113a.

White Grubs.

—See No.

1.

THE STALKS.
Plants cut off near the surface or some distance above the
ground, or have a stunted, sickly appearance.
If plants or roots are cut off', see No. 114.
If they have a sickly appearance and the stalks are infested with
maggots, see No. 116.

Injury by

tlie

Young

of Moths, Beetles and Flies.

—

114. Catviorms.
The young of moths, (see No. 7) often cause
serious damage to recently set out cabbage plants.

—

115. White Gruhs.
The young of beetles, (see No. 1) sometimes consume the roots and a portion of the underground stalk
116. The Cabhage Maggot, (No. Ill), also
above ground.

infests

the stalk

THE LEAVES.
Leaves partly consumed; filled with small holes, or young plants
suddenly disappear. Leaves on old plants curl up and have a sickly
ap|)earance or die.
if leaves on small plants are punctured with small holes, or the
surface eaten off by minute, black insects with pale stripes, see No.
107.
If leaves are partially or wholly consumed and pale green worms
are present, see N'os. 118, 121, 122. If yellow and dark striped
worms, see No. 119. If large black and yellow striped worms,
If bluish transverse striped worms, see No. 120.
see No. 123.
If leaves have a wilted, sickly appearance and large bugs with
yellow and red spots are common, see No. 128.
If leaves are curled down and the under surface is infested with
plant lice, see No. 125.

Injury to

Young

Upper surface of the first
them to wilt.

Plants by Beetles.

leaves eaten

by small pale

striped

beetle, causing

117. The

Wary Striped Flea Bett\^

—A

minute,

shining,

black

bpetle, one-tenth ijf an inch long, with two pale yellow, irregular stripes on the
wing covers; feeding on the young leaves of cabbage and other related plants.
The young live in the roots of the plants upon which the beetles feed.
1.

Phyllotreta vittata.

—
Cabbage, Etc
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A

common and

serious pest in

Foi' preventives, remedies, etc.

2l5a, b,

-

Leaves

,

West Virginia
,

see

No

202, 212,

212a,

212b,

c, d.

Injury by the

Young

of Butterflies and Moths.

Leaves partly or wholly consumed and presenting a ragged appearance,

—A

pale green worm, an inch
118. The Imported Cabbage Worm^
or an inch and a quarter lonor, feeding on the inner tender leaves
of cabbage and other related plants; changing to a common white
Front wings of Butterfly white, with black tips and
butterfly.
black spots; hind wings grayish white, with one or two dark spots
on each.

The females deposit theJr egars usually upon the upper surface of the leaves
these hatch in about a week and the larvae feed vigo»'ously. becoming full grown
in about two weeks. They generally leave the plant and find some sheltered
nook where theA^ change to the chrysalis stage, and in about ten days, during the summer, the butterflies emerge.
;

There are several broods during the season and the last one passes
the winter in the chrysalis stage.
This is an exceedingly common cabbage pest in West Virginia,
and causes serious loss and much anno\ance.
For preventives, remedy, etc., see Nos. 197g, 202, 212 213, 245,
249.

—

119.
The Southern Cabhaae Worm.^ A greenish blue worm, somewhat over an inch in length when full grown with loneitudinal, yellow stripes.
The young worms are j'ellow witli black heads a common cabbage pest before
;

;

the imported species made its appearance. l)ut has been extremelj^ rare since
the advent of its foreign relative, until last fall when it appeared again. This
worm changes to a butterfly similar to the imported species, but has more black
marking on the wings.*

The

life

history and habits are similar to that of the imported

species.

For remedies,

preventitives, etc., see Nos. 202, 245, 212.

—

120. The Purple Strrped Cabbage Worrii^ or Cabbage Pionea.^
smaller worm than either of the preceding, with transverse
stripes of white and purple across its back; head shining, greenIt eats elongated
ish yellow; under side of body pale green.
oval holes in the leaves, gradually extending them until nothing
but the larger veins remain; also bores into the heads; changing to a pupa in the ground, where it remains about twelve days,
then changes to a pale, ochre-yellow moth with expanse of wings
of about one inch.

A

Fieri s rapae. schr.
3 Pontia (Pieris) protodioe, Boisd.
4 Evergestis rimosalis.

2.

*Not compiled.

^

Cabbage, Etc

— Leaves.
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This was an extremely destructive insect in the Ohio and Great

Kanawha River

valleys in 189<» to 1892, beinsf more commoQ and
destructive than the imported <jrepn worms, No. 118.
parasite
similar to that mentioned under No. 247 was common in 1891, but
in many localities the bunches of stnall white cocoons containing
the parasites were destroyed ])y gnrdeners who supposed they were
the eofa.s tVom which the worms had hatched.
It ap|)ears that this
cabl)age pest has been so com])letely subjugated by its parasite and
by diseases that ^ince 1892 it has been extremely rare.

A

For preventives, remedies,

Nos. 202, 212, 213, 215d.

etc., see

—

The NortJiern Cahlnge Worm}. A light green worm, simappearance and habits to that of the imported species,
changing to a white butterHy.
This insect is rare in West Virginia.
With the exception of a
number of s|)ecimens taken in the forest wilderness of Pocahontas
county, on Black Mountain, I have not seen it in the State.
121.

ilar

in

—

122.

The Cahldc/e Wo/'in; Plusm^.
A pale green worm witli paler
upon cabbage and other similar p-ants; changing to
a ninth that flies and deposiis her eggs at night; not a serious pest in West Virginia so far as we have observed, but is quite a troublesome one farther south.
longitndiiKil line?; feeding

Remedy, same

as for other

cabbage worms.

—

123. 7/)e ZJ>/'a Caterpillar
Black worms when young; feeding in clu!-ters on the leaves. As they grow older they disperse and
when full grown measure nearly two inches in length, when it has
reddish legs, and striped with velvet, black and yellow.
«
The adult is a luoth. This caterpillar is quite destructive in some
sections of the country, but not a common insect in West Virginia
at least it has neither been ob erved nor reported from this state.

Remedy, same

as for

Cabbage

Butterfly.

Injury by Bugs and Plant Lice.
Leaves infested with bugs sucking the liquids from the leaves
causing them to wilt, turn yellow and die.

—

124.
The Ilavlequln Cahhage Bug or Calico Bac¥. The adult
a gaudily marked insect, being variagated with black, yellow and
red.
It is about five-sixteenths of an inch long by three-sixteenths
of an inch broad
the young resemble the adults except that they
do not have wings they|feed upon the juices of the leaves by means
is

;

;

of their sucking

The
1.

2.
3.

4

mouth

parts.

insect passes the vviuter in the adult stage

Piens oleracea, Boisd.
Plusia brassioae, Riley.
Ms\mestra picta, Harr.

Murgantia histtiumca, Hahn.

under

all sorts of

rubbish and

Cabbage, Etc.
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—Leaves,

Cucumbeks.

about old cabbage stumpp. In the early spring they leive their winter quarters and lay their eggs on mustard or other similar plants. The eggs are placed
On reaching maturity this
in double rows on the under side of the leaves.
brood migrates to the cabbage field where it at once commences its work of destruction and lays its eggs for another brood. There are several broods during
the season.

This is a comparatively nevr pest in West Virginia, but is spreading rapidly and is already a serious pest in certain cabbage growing sections. It appears that it originated in Texas from which it
has gradually spread eastward and northward.
For preventitives, remedies, etc., see > os. 181. 173, 173,218,
221, 228.

—

125.
The Cabhage Plant Louse} A greenish, soft bodied,
pear shaped insect, usually covered with a whitish substance, often
occurring in great numbers on the leaves, causing them to curl up
and have a dirty, sickly appearance. It also attacks the leaves of
For the life history
all other plants nearly related to the cabbage.
of plant lice see No. 56,
For preventitives, remedies, etc. see No. 170, 209, 212, 212a, 245,
,

243.

CUCUM BBRS.
Melons, Squashes, Pumpkins.

THE ROOTS.
Plants

fail

come up; young plants cut off or suddenly wilt and
suddenly die or have a dirty, sickly appearance.

to

die; old plants

If plants fail to

come

Injury by the

up, see Nos. 126, 127, 128.

Young and Adults

of Beetles.

Plants fail to come up and grub worms or wire worms are present; plants wilt and die; bark is eaten off, and striped beetles are
present or small, white worms in the roots,

126.
127.

White Grith.—iseel^o. 1.) Cutting the roots off.
Wire Worms {see 'No. 2.) Boring into the roots.

128. The Striped Cucumber Beetle audits Young (see No. 134.)
A.dult feeding upon the bark of the main root; the
into the roots, causing the plant to wilt and die,

young mining

THE STALKS.
Young stalks cut off by worms; bark eaten off' by striped beetles;
sap sucked out by bugs; stalk mined by a white worm,
1

Aphis

brassiccc.

—

.

Cucumbers, Etc

— Stalks.

2U7

See No 129«.
If youno; planls are cut otl'.
]f younii: plants suddenly wilt and die and the surface of the
See Nos. 180 I'Si.
leaves and stalks is eaten.
old i)lants wilt and die.
See No. 137.
If the leiivea and vine wilt and the stalk of the vine is mined by
If not mined and covered with bugs,
a white worm, see No. 129.

U

see Nas. 131--132.
If covered with lice, see No. 133.
If the base of the stalk is mined by minute,

white Tvorms, see

No. 130.

Injury by the

A

white

worm mining the

Young

of a Moth.

stalk or vine,

—

129. T/ie S'juash Vine Borei^
A whitish worm about one inch
long when full grown, with brownish head; boring into the pith of
the vines, causing them to wilt and die; changing to a pretty moth,
with front wings olive brown, and hinder ones transparent, and
with orange colored body, spotted with black.
Tlie female moths lay their eggs upon the stem of the plants near the ground
and the eggs hatching, the young mine into and feed upon the succulent interior.
By the latter part of summer the larvae have reached full growth, and,
leaving the vines, make cocoons in the soil where they change to the pupae
and remain in that stafl'e until spring.
is becoming a common pest in West Virginia,
For preventives, remedies, &c see Nos. 172, 180, 181, 230,

This insect

,

129a. Cut

Worms^ see No.

232.

7.

Injury by Beetles and their Young.
The

surface of the young stalk and old
and the base of the stalk mined by
130 llie Striped Cucumber Beetle. (See
ing upon the young stalks and the bark of
mine in the base of the stalk.
beetles,

—

vines eaten by striped
minute, white worms.
No. 134.) Adult feedthe vine the young
;

Injury by Bugs and Plant Lice.
Sacking the sap from the stalk and vine large black or small
grayish bugs and green plant lice.
131.
Tke S(iufish Bug. (See No. 137.) Adult and young sucking the sap from vine, causing it to wilt.
133.
The Jbaise Chinch Bug.— {See No. 139.) Adults suck the
sap from the tender shoots.
133 Plant Lice. (See 128.) Sucking the sap from the tender
;

—

—

shoots.
1,

Meillttla eoto.

Westw.
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Cucumber, Etc.,

— Leaves.

THE LEAVES.
Surface of leaves eaten b}^ striped and small black beetles sap
sucked from leaves or older by black and grayish slink bugs, or
;

l^reenish plant lice.
If young plants suddenly wilt from being- eaten, see No. 184.
If surface of young and old leaves are eaten, see Nos. 134, 135,
136.
If plants have a sickly, dirty appearance, and the leaves are covered with plant lice, see No. 138.
li covered with stink bugs, see No. 137.
If the tip of the vines are infested with -.mall, grayish bugs that
suddenly disappear when disturbed, see No. 139.

Injury by Beetles and Their Yonng-.
Leaves of young and old plants eaten by striped and spotted
and the leaves mined by small, white worms.

beetles

—

1S4. The Striped Cucumher Beetle} A yellow beetle about onefourth of an inch long, with two black stripes on each wing cover
and a black head; feeding upon the surface of the leaves, vine,
base of stalk and roots, killing or seriously injuring the plant.
The young, or larva, is a small, slender, white worm, about one
third of an inch long and the thickness of a pin, with head and
black.
adult makes its appearance early in the season, even before
the vines are through the ground, and immediately begins its work
by entering the soil through cracks made by the young plants as
they are pushing their way out into the sunlight, and deposits its
eggs on the roots and also feeds on the tendt-r plantlet. As the
plants grow the beetles continue to feed and deposit eggs, but, by
perseverance and proper nursing, the vines are ke^ t alive until they
appear to be strong enough to withstand the attack of the beetle.
At this time the insects also seem to diminish in numbers and the
trouble is apparently over, when the vines suddenly begin to wilt,
which, usually, is due to the larvae that have hatchedfrom the eggs laid by
the beetles, and mining into the roots. The larvae reach full growth in about
four weeks, when they leave the roots and make little cells in the soil near by,
and in about three weeks later emerge as beetles.
The winter is passed in the adult stage under old rubbish, and other secluded
places, from which the pest emerges in early spring and is ready for its work of
destruction as mentioned above.
tail

The

There are two or more broods of this insect the late brood feeding upon the leaves and the bark of the vine and roots also upon
the young fruits. It often occurs in immense numbers on immature melons, pumpkins, etc., late in the fall. This appears to be a
common and destructive vine pest wherever the cucumber and its
nearly related plants are grown.
;

;

1.

Diabiotica vittata, Fabr.

Cucumber, Etc
For preventives, remedies,

—Lea\

etc., see

299

es,

Nos. 198,212b.

—A

135-

beetle nearly jeTJie Tiiu ire Spotted Cucumher Beetled
the striped species and of about the same size, but with
bhick spots on each winjjr covers in place of the two stripes. It also
has siniihir habits of feedintr on the leaves and breeding in the
roots, but beino; a more general feeder on the leaves and roots of
various other phmts it is not nearly i-o destructive to the cucumThe young of this inl)er family of phuits as the striped species.
Seel^o. 70. Preventives and remedies
sect is a serious corn pest.
the same as for the striped si)ecies.
Ijited to

;

136

—

l^lea, Beetle^''
A small, black flea likebeetle,
an inch long, with yellow antennae and legs,

The Cucumher

al)Out one-tenth of

feeding upon the surface of the leaves.
The young is a slender, whitish worm, mining in the leaves of
the vines and possibly of other plants.*
This is an extremely common insect in West Virginia, attacking
the leaves of potatoes, tomatoes, and many other kinds of plants,
as well as those uf the cucumber family.
For remedies and preventives, etc., see Nos. 202, 212b, 207, 204.

Injury by Bugs and Plant Lice.
The sap sucked from the
stink bugs and green plant

yellow and

leaves by large black or small grayish
causing the leaves to wilt or turn

lice,

die.

—

137. The Squash Bag.'^ Adult a flattened stink bug, abont onehalf an inch long, ot: a rusty, black color on the back, and the under
side of its body yellowish; emitting a very repulsis^e odor when
The young, which are called nymphs, are of various
crushed.
sizes from minute, louse like creatures to the size of the adult; of
a grayish color and resembling the adults, except that they are
wingless wdien quite young; they feed in clusters on the leaves by

sucking the juices.
The eggs are deposited from late spring until fall in clusters on
In a few days the eggs hatch and
the under side of the leaves.
the young bugs congregate in clusters to feed on the sap, and thus
remain until about half o-rown, when they scatter about over the
plant.
The adults pass the winter under boards, leaves, rubbish,
or anything that affords protection.
This is a common vine pest in certain sections of the State and
;
often causes serious loss to growers of squashes, mellons, cucumbers, etc.

For preventives, remedies,
Diabrotica 12-punotata, Oliv.
2 Crepidodera cuoumeria, Harr.
1

3. Anasa tristis.
Compiled.

etc

,

see Nos. 171, 181, 218, 229.

;

Cucumbers, Etc
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—Fruit.

—

138. The Melon Plant Lause^^ A greenish black,
uader surface of the leaves of
causing
melons etc., sucking the sap from them
leaves and vines to have a dirty, sickly appearance.
louse, in general habits and life history, resembles

soft bodied

encumbers,

insect, infesting the

;

lice,

see No.

the infested
This plant
other plant

56.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

Nos.

17(.*,

215c, 212,

2125,

216, 245, 242, 243.

139. The Talse Cinch Bug.^—KiivM a grayish brown stink bug
resemblmg the chinch bug somewhat, in form and habits, but does
not show the contrasting black and white colors of the latter. It

and the terminal shoots of the
growth and causing a diseased condition.

infests the tender leaves

ing

its

The young

are louselike, wingless creatures, resembling

vine,

check

somewhat the

-

adults

This was an exceedingly common insect on musk-melon vines in
market gardens near Morgantown during the summer of 1895,
where it diH serious damage. It also attacks other plants.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. ITl, 209, 212i^

The

Fruit.

Holes bored into the green fruit by worms.

See No. 140, 141.

—

140. The Pickle Worm.^ A yellowish Avhite worm, about an inch
long Avhen full grown, with transverse rows of sMning spots on each segment
boring into the ) oung fruits and rendering them worthless. A yellowish brown
moth; the front wings with dull, golden yellow markings, and the inner two
thirds of the hind wings of the same color.
The eggs are deposited bv the moth in June or July. The worms begin to
appear about the middle of July in this latitude, and continue their destructive
work until September. They bore holes into the fruit and feed upon the fleshy
part. Reaching maturity in three or four weeks, they forsake the fruit, and
draw together a portion of the leaf that is near or on the ground and there in
make their cocoons of white silk. Here they soon change to a brown chrysalis
and if not too late in the season, emerge as a moth in about ten days. If late,
they remain in their cocoons until spring.
This insect is widely distributed over the country, but has not
been observed by us or reported in West Virginia.
For remedies, preventives, etc., see No. 232.
141.

TTie

Melon Worm^

young melons and the

—

leaves,

a. yellowish green worm, attacking both the
changing to a beautiful moth with glistening

white wings, bordered with black.

This insect has not been observed by us in this
said to be quite a serious pest further South.
For preventions, remedies, etc , see No. 232.
1.

2.
8.

Aphis ououmberis, Forb.
Nysius destructor, Riley.
Eudloptts nitidalis, Cramer,

4,

Eudioptis hyalinata, L,

state,

but

it

is

Tomato — Stalk, Leaves.

3i)l

TOMATO AND EGG PLANT.
The

Stalk.

the snrfaoo of the oTonnd, or suddonly wilt.
cutoir, SCO No. IW).
sii(l(l(in!y wilts, a iiolo is hoi'od in tho stalk, and a
brown and wliito stt i[)(jd worm is found mining in the heart of
the stem, sec No. L4'i.
l^liints f'ut off ne:ir

iho phuit
If Iho plant
If

is

Injury by
142.

T/ir Sl'i/l'

Borer

tlie

Young- of Moths.

— (see No.

73).

This

worm

often attacks

the stalks of tomatoes.

—

146. Oaf ^]'trrms (see No.
enemies of tomato plants.

7).

These insects are often serious

The Leaves.
Plants defoliated
leaves partly consumed
leaves punctured by
small holes or the surface eaten.
If the entire leaf, leaf stalk and a part of the tender branches are
:

;

consumed, see No.

147.
If leaves are cut oti at nio^ht, see
If plants are defoliated or

No. 148.

the foliage presents a rag2:;ed appear-

ance, see No. 149.
If small lig-ht colored spots occur on the surface of the leave?, or
numerous small holes are eaten into them, see No. 15'J.

Injury by the

Young

of Moths.

Leaves and leaf stalks eaten or leaves cut

off

Horn Worm.

by worms.

See No. 100. This insect
of tomato plants.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 228, 248.

147. T/ie
rious

is

often a se-

enemy

148. Tlie CU II thing Cutvxmns.
(See No. 7.) Cutworms often
climb the plant at ni2:ht and feed upon the leaf stalks and tender
shoots; cutting the leaves off', which are found on the ground in the
morning.

Injury by Beetles.
Plants defoliated the leaves present a ragged appaaraace
tured with small holes or the surface eaten.
;

—

149. The Blkter Beetles.
(See No. 97.)
destructive to tomatoes and egg-plants.

150.

Hea

Beetle.— {aee^o. 168.)

A

;

punc-

These insects are often
small

brown and black

Beans- Stalk, Leaves.
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specie^!, one-sixteenth of an inch Ions;, is very injurious to younoand old tomato and eo;g plants, eatino^ the surface of the leaf or
puncturing it with numerous holes, causing it to have a whitish,

sickly appearance.

They have been common and quite troublesome pests in the Experiment Station gardens for the last few years.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 203, 204, 207, 212, 2125.

The

Fruit.

Holes bored into the green fruit resulting in decay.

Worm.—

161. Tlie Corn Ear
into tlie green fruit of tomatoes

and

(See No. 80.) This worm
sometimes a serious pest.

also

bores

is

Preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 232.

BEANS.
The Seed

in the Ground,

If planted seed fails to germinate and it is not the fault of poor
it may be due to injury by ants No. 152, grub worms No. 1,

seed,

wire worms No. 2, fungus gnats No. 88, etc., although very little
observation has been made to determine the extent of the damage
caused by those insects.

Injury by Ants.

—

152. AnU. These insects 'have been observed feeding upon
lima beans just before and after they germinate. The inner portion including the germ was hollowed out and the mealy portion
scattered over the ground near the infested seed.
Remedy No. 196.

The Stalk and Leaves.
off, or wither and die; stalk or vine and leaves covered
leaves eaten.
If plants are cutoff at night, see No 153.
If plant or vine withers and suddenly dies, see Nos. 154-155.
If plants have a dirty and sickly appearance, see No. 156.

Plants cut

with

lice;

Injury by the Young- of Moths,
Plants cut

off'

;

stalks mined; or leaves cut

—

off'

by worms.

153. OuPimniis, (See No. 7.) These insects often do serious
to young bean plants by cutting them off', and some damage to old plants by severing the leaves and tender shoots.

damage

Stalk
173. Slalk

IjOkkii,

/,Ww.— (SeoNo.

Grekn

Pods.

303

73.)

—

155. The Bean Vine Bo rev .^ Anewpest rersomblins^ the Sfjuash
borer observed in Wood county in .July, 1893, where considera;

My attention was called to it by iMrs. P>radble damage was done.
It is a whitish worm about one inch lonsf, resembling;
ford Neal.
very closely the SijUHsh liorcr, No. 129. Attackino- pole liuia bean
vines usually at a point two or three feet above the ground, liomedy
No. 230.

Injury by Plant Lice.
Plants of a dirty, sickly appearance and covered with

lice.

—

156. The Bean' Plant Loune!' Similar in appearance and habits
See Nos, 56, 138.

to other plant lice.

The Green Pods.
Holes bored into the green pods and the contents consumed.
157. The Corn Ear TFb/T/^.— (See No. 80.)—This insect did considerable damage in Monongalia county to green beans and peas in
the spring of 1895, attacking the pods of bunch, corn or pole and
lima beans, rendering them worthless for use.

Injury by a Beetle and

Its

Young.

If beans are found to have numerous holes in them and the inner
substance converted into a powder, see No. J58.
158. The Bean Tl't^ey//.'' —
small, brownish beetle about oneeiofhth of an inch long, with wing covers shorter than the body;
the young, a small, whitish, footless grub, infests the bean, destroying the germ and rendering it worthless for ^eed.

A

The ep:gs are deposited l)y the female beetle on the pods of the growing;
beans, and the 5'onng grubs hatching from them mine into the growing seed
within, wiiere tliey remain, feeding Ijut little during the summer, bnt
the
fall and wintei' they consume the inner s-ubstance and soon change to.the pupa
and then to the beetle which bores out through the skin, often leaving it full
of holes.
The beetles may also deposit eggs upon stored beans and the young
enter the dry seeds and produce in this manner several generations.

m

From one to fifteen grubs may occur in a single bean.
This is an extremely common pest in West Virginia, and doubtless occurs in all parts of the State, since we have received it
from many widely separated sections
See preventives, remedies, etc, see Nos. 213, 214, 216.
1.

3.

Sesiid sp?
Hruchus obsolelus, say.

2.

Apbis

sp.

Celery, Etc. — Leaa^es.
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Peas.

The same insects that attack the bean may attack the pea, except
the ueevil attacUino; the stored peas.
small, brownish beetle^ three eighths
159. Tlie Pea Weevil^
to one-t'onrth of an inch long, marked with a few white spots on
the wing covers otherwise resenibling the bean weevil the young
is also similar in appearance and habits to that of the bean weevil,
except that but one grub occupies a single pea and the germ is not
disturbed since buggy peas will, as a rule, grow when j^lanted,
but will not make as vigorous, healthy plants as will those that are
not infested. 'i"he pea weevil also differs from the bean weevil in
not developing a second brood in the stored peas.
Remedies, preventives, etc., see No. 213, 214, 216.

—A

;

;

;

CELEBY.
PARSNIPS, PABSLEY,

CABAWAY,

ETC.

Tlie Leaves.

Leaves partly or wholly consumed,

wilt,

appear sickly, or

full of

f-mall holes.

If leaves are eaten and ball^ of excrement are found under the
plant, or the leaves have a ragged appearance, see Nos. 160, 161.
If the outer leaves wilt and droop, and small black bugs occur
at the base of the leaflets, see No. 162.
If the leaves have a dirty, sickly appearance and are covered
with plant lice, see No 163.

Injury by the

Young

of a Butterfly and a Moth.

Leaves of a ragged appearance infested with worms.

—A

larva with transverse marking
160. The Celery Caterpillar^'-'
of yellow and black, about li inches long; when disturbed they
thrust out a pair of organs or horns just back of their heads that
emit an offensive odor. Infest the leaves of celery, parsnips, etc,,
chnnge to a black, svvallow tailed butterfly marked with yellow.
The butterfly deposits her eggs on the under side of the leaves.
The larva3 hatching from these eggs feed on the leaves till full
grown, when they leave the plant, and in some secluded place
change to a chrysalis and in about ten days or two weeks the perfect insect appears.
This is a common pest in West Virginia, but seldom seriously
injurious.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 228.
1

2.

Bruchus

pisi

Liun.

fapilio astarias, Fabr.

Toiucco

— KooTS,

'Mo

.Stalks.

Tl is

161. The Zel>ra Oaterp/n,f/:—(Seo}io. 123).
the celeiy as wellas cal)bai»o.

Injury by Bugs and Plant

insect attacks

Liice.

The extremity of the leaf and the tirsttwo leaflets droopinor and
wilted; later second pair of lealiets ati'ected and at the base of the
stem cluster of small black bugs occur.*

—

162. Kegro Bug.^ Adult a small, black insect, about one- eighth
of an inch long by one-twelfth broad; feedinir in clusters at the
The young similar to
junction of the lealiets with the main stalk.
the adult.
common insect in West Yirginia on weeds or other plants and
is the insect usually to blame lor the disagreeal)l(3 buggy taste of
berries. '

A

This insect has been seriously injurious to celery in Michigan and other sections.

—

163. TJie Celery Plant Louse." Similar in general appearance,
habits and life history to the cabbage and other plant lice.
See
No. 125.

TOBACCO.
The Koots.
The young plant

fails to

Injury by
The

grow, wilt and
tlie

Young

die.

of Beetles.

roots or the base of the stalk eaten,

or the main root

mined.
164.

WJdte Gruh.—SeQ No.

1.

165.

Wire Worms.— See No.

2.

The
Stalks cut

166.
rious
1.

2.

oti'

near the ground.

Cutworms.

damage

Stalk.

to

— (See No.

7.)

young tobacco

Corimela'na pulicnria. Germ.
Ropalosipum dianihi, Scho.

*

These insects sometimes do
plants.

Compiled.

se-

.

Tobacco Leaves.
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The Leaves.
Portions of the leaves consumed, also filled with holes or the
surface eaten in spots.
If leaves are partly or wholly consumed and large balls of excrements occur under the plants, see No. 167.
If holes are eaten into the leaves, see No., 168.

Injury by the

Young

of a Moth.

Portions of the leaves consumed by large green worms.

—

167. Thelohacco Worm^ or Horn. Wonn.^ A large, green worm
about three inches long when full grown, with a horn on its tail and
oblique stripes on its sides. This worm changes to a large moth

common among Jamestown

or

Jimson weed blossoms.

The egajs are laid in the spring and the larvae hatching therefrom feed nntil
about the last of August when th(-y have reached full growth. At this time
they burrow into the soil and toon change to brown pupae with a jug like handle appendage. In this stage they remain until spring when the moths
emerge.
This, and nearly related species, are common insects in West
the worms also infesting tomato and other similar

Virofinia,

'

plants.

•

liemedy,

etc.

,

see No. 228-248.

Injury by Beetles.
Small holes eaten in the surface or through the leaves.
168.

T^Jea Beetle.^

and jumping

— Small, brownish beetles infesting the leaves

like fleas

when

disturbed.

common tobacco pest and quite often causes sei-ious damthe leaver.
Jt chusqs, however, what is known as spotted

his is a

'1

age to
wrapper tobacco, which

considered ornamental for cigars, and
This condition is caused when
spots are eaten in the surface and do not extend through the le if
The damage, however, to the tobacco by this insect doubtless exceeds any benefit that may be derived from the mottled condition.
is

in

demand on

is

this account.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

No. 212.

Dry Leaves and Manufactured

Products.

Dry leaves eaten full of holes and tobacco dust scattered about,
through or beneath them where they are stored; cigars and cigarettes with small holes in them.
1
.

2

Fh'pgethontius Caro'ina.
Kpitrix parvula, Fab.

Onions— Roots or Bulbs.

3u7

Injury by the Beetles and Their Young.
Character of injury as above.

—

169, The Cigarette Beetled
V small, brown beetle three-sixteenths of an inch lon^, feeciini;:: on toi)acco, aiyenne i)e|)i)er and
medicinal roots; often causin^jj serious damatj^e to stored and
manufactured tobacco.
This insect is common in Morofantown and doubtless in other
sections of the State.
There are also other species of beetles
nearly related to the Cio-aretto Beetle that feed u{)on dried tottacco.

For preventives, remedies,

etc., see

No. 232.

ONIONS.
The Roots or Bulbs.
Leaves wilted,

lying: prostrate

on the ground and perhaps turned

yellow.

Injury by the
The base

of the

young plant

Young

of a Fly.

or the bulb

mined by a maggot.

—A

169^?. The Onion Maggot."
white maggot, about one-third of
an inch long, taperina^ to a point from the hind end which is thick
and blunt, with sniall, tooth-like projections. It changes to a Hy
similar to a cabbage mago-ot fly to which it is nearly related and
has a simihir life history."
See No. IIJ.
This is a widely distributed insect, and although we have not
seen it in West Virginia, it doubtless occurs in some localities.
For preventives, remedies, etc., see No. 197/', 213, 216.

1Q%. Cat Worms.

(No. 7) are also serious enemies of the onion.

METHODS OF COMBATTING INSECT PESTS.
Preventives.
Preventives and precautionary methods of dealing with insect
prime importance, and every one who suffers losses in
any way from the presence of insects on cultivated plants, should
study this jihase of the subject thoroughly, and thus endeavor to
avoid the necessity of the proverbial pound of cure.
pests are of

1.

Lasioflerma. serrlcorne, Fab.

2.

Phorbia (anthomyla) oeparum, Meig.

*Coinpiled.
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High Culture and Clean Farming".
In dpalinff with the insects of the farm there is nothing, perhaps,
that will contribute so much, (renerally spcakino-. to exemption
from serious insect depredations as will hioh culture and clean

farming.

—

170. Healthy Plmits. It is a well known fact that vigorous,
healthy growing plants are far less liable to attaok. and are f^r more
likely to recover from injury, than those that are in any way weakThei efore, if the
ened in vitality from lack of fertility or neglect
farmer and gardener gives special attention to the fertility and drain
age of his land, procures the best seed and by proper planting and
cultivation secures vigorous plants from the start, and by proper
care endeavors to keep them in this condition until the product is
matured, he will have accomplished more in jireventing loss from
insect depredation^' than he would accomplish by the best remedies
known applied to half-starved, neglected plants.
Healthy, vigorous plants will seldom be attacked or seriously injured by Plant Lire, such as the Corn Root Louse, Grass Root Louse,
Wheat Midge, Cabbage Louse, White Grub, Wire-worm, Stalk
Borer, &c.

Weak

menace

to healthy ones, since they are atother insects, and thus forma nucleus
from which invasions may start that will result in the destruction
of the healthy plants, except when the natural enemies of the injurious insects are common when such plants may exert a benefi-

tacked

plants are a

\)Y ])lant

cial influence.

lice Sin(X

See No. 246.

171. Clean farming and gardenmcj is also of especial importance
in preventing the multiplication of pests, by depriving them of
breeding and hiding y)laces. Especially is this so with reference to
those insect enemies of cultivated plants which breed in weeds of
various kinds, and those that pass the winter in dead stalks, stubClean farms and gardens will offer unfavorable
ble, weeds, etc.

conditions for Cut-worini^. Stalk Borers^ Chinch Bug, IJa7'lequin
Cahlxjge Bug, CcMage Maggotf<^ Joint Worms, the Hesnan Fly,
and all other insects that breed in the stalks of small grain or pass
the winter in the old stalks and stubble. Among the most important methods in this line are the following:

172. Destruction hy fire, feeding to hogs or other stock all infected plants or fruit, surplus vegetables, rubbish and waste materials.

173. I)est7'uction hj Fire, or otherwise, of the stubble, stalks

and straw of crops that have been badly infested by insect pests,
provided the parasites of the insects are not common. See No. 246.
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These methods are important to prevent and destroy Cat-ioorms^
CahhiKje Mmjgoti^^ the t'hhic/i, Bi((/^ the IJarlr(jiun Cahhage Bnq^
the lotato K^Udk Boi\-r and in ects that infest the stalks of wheat.
174. *The Defiiructtoii of grmiumg 'iceeds to prevent the breeding
common Stalk Borer, Clover Stem Borer, etc.

of the

Fertilization.

Under

this

head much can be accomplished in the prevention of
ravages, both in the secnrino- of viijoroas plants

loss

from

and

in tbe influence of the fertilizer material

iifsect

upon the

insects.

175. Stahlc, harnyard and vec/etahle home made manures are of
advanta;2;e in prcvonlini>" loss from some insects, yet they may contribute to favorable conditions for the increase of others.
Stable

manure ai)[)lied to sod land and plowed under for corn has been
found advuntaijeous on land badly infested with wldte gruhH and
(Jn the other hand stable manures applied in corn
wiretoorms.
and potato hills or drills may result in serious damao-e from the
hlack /lafdcd (/ras.s nutcigots^ j>"^^^l*' ^^'^'^ i/^^^d,
insects that are attracted by the manure.

n,n(X

other injurious

176. Kai?nt ami other /potash

fertil/'zers, as well as those cona Uu-ge per cent of ]iliosphoric acid and nitrogen have been reeonil)U'nd^d by entomologists and others as valuable preventives and remedies
against insect attack.
tainin-:;

Ashes

may

also be used to advantage both as an insecticide

and

a fertilizer, dusted on the leaves of plants and placed around the
root
177. Tohacco, dust and stems, is a valuable insecticide, and these
waste products are worth all and more than theycost as a fertilizer, when dusted on the leaves and placed around the plants.

General

Farm and Garden Management.

In efforts to control and prevent insect depredations much dej-wnds upon general management.
Neglect and bad management
will contribute to the rapid multiplication of insect pests and to the
losses from their depredations, while the opposite will contribute
to the diminution of the pests and to the advancement of the protits

on the products.

—

178. Rotation of Crops. Annual plants should be grown in
the soil as far removed from that in which they were grown the
V)revious year as possible, and the same class of plants should not
be grown in the same land oftener than every other year, or if
pos!-ible, not oftener than every three years.
Perennia.1 plants,
such as grass, clover, etc., should not occupy the soil after they
cease to yield a protitable return.
When they begin to fail from
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injury to the roots by insects or from other causes much benefit
will result from plantin*^ the lands to cultivated crops one or two
years, followed by small grain before seeding;' to o^rass aguin.
Rotation of crops offers unfavorable conditions for grxJ) worms^
wire worms^ northern corn 'root vjonn:, corn mid grass root aplddx^
corn ear worm^ wheat straw worm, Ilessian tly^ and other insects
infesting growing wheat, cabbage, onion and corn.

Xime
180.

Summer

Ploioing

of Plow^ing,

— When

it is

desired to reseed

meadows

and pastures without planting to any other crop, the land should
be plowed in June or July, and again in August, then seeded to
mixed grasses. This will destroy many insects and prevent cittroorm moths, the adults r)f inhre worms, grub 'worms and other destructive insects from depositing eggs. Meadow lands plowed and
reseedfcd'in this ijuanner every three years have been found to yield
bountiful crops and to be reasonably free from insect attack.

—

To destroy young cut-worms and i)revent
181. Fall Plowing.
the moth from depositing eggs in land intendt^d for spring crops,
also to destroy or drive out other ins^ct'^ such as the vdiite grtibsLiid
wire worfn pupae, armij %norm, corn ear 'worm, harleijidn cahhagelmg
chinch hag, etc.
•183.

Winter Ploioing.

worms and other
183.

Deej:)

—To

destroy pupae of gruh tooi'ms, vnre

insects as above.

Plowing.

—To destroy

i\iQ

wheat sawfy, ivheat midge,

etc.

Time and Method
184. Early Planting of Wheat and
of the

of Planting.
early varieties to prevent the attack

WJteat Midge.

185. Late Planting of wheat, cucumbers, melons, etc., to prevent the attack of the Ilessian fly on wheat, strip)edcucuml>eT heetle
on cucumhers, and striped fljca heetle on cabbage.
186. Grouping Plants in La,rge Quantifies. This method has
been found to prevent serious injury from cahlxige vncrms, and doubtless will do the same with many other insects since it gives the
parasites and other enemies an opportunity to breed and keep the
There are also other advantages in growinjurious kinds in check.
ing large quantities of certain vegetables and plants which makes
this an important one to consider.

—

•

Harvesting.
187. Early harvesting
tack on the second crop.

to destroy the

domr

seed

midge and prevent

its

at-
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188. K<irl]i threshing to prevpnt the attack on wheat grain by the
QUinois [/rain motit, vol/ )noth, ctf., and to destioy the icheat intern maggot.

An-

189. l\istu)'i'n(j sloch on cnrly sown wheat in the t-pring to deLate pasturing clover to prevent the attack
stroy the IIei<ylan -fiy.
and destroy the clover seed midye.
190. licnioral of i/>J\'!</cd jirodiicls., as far as possible from the
rops or stored products that are liable to be infested.
This refei's to the removal of harvested small gram infested byany
of the straw inhabiting insect^, as well as grain infested with grain
m.olhf< and uxecils; also clover hay infested with the clorer hay worm.

growing

(

Removal from barn mows and
191. Clean Mews and Granaries.
stacks of all old hay infested with the clover hay worm^ and small
grain infested with grai)) wecrllf;, before the fresh product is stored.
All grain should be removed from granaries and if pests are present, thoioughly fumigate with bysulphide of carbon before new
grain is stored in theai.

—

192. Feedi'iui surplus infesied and refuse products to stocJc. All
surplus and refuse veiretable pro nets infested by insrects or those
that are liable to become so, should be fed to hogs or other stock
and all clover hay should be fed or otherwise disposed of before
the new crop is harvested.
;

—

193. Starving Out. If a given plant or set of plants are so
badly infested with insects that it is no longer profitable to grow
them, a general abandonment of their growth for a few years will
Cultivation of infested soil during
serve to starve out the insects.
the summer to keep down all vegetation will starve out many insects and prevent others from depositing eggs.

—

194. E^rempted Localities. It is sometimes found that from elevation, soil, and climatic conditions or from other unknown causes,
some localities are totally exempt from certain insect pests. This
in the case of the rose bug, fungus gnats, wire worms, grasshoppers, blister beetles, a id many other insects is due largely to soil
conditions.
This is an important subject regarding which comparHence, the importance of our readers
atively little is known.
making a study of it and of our correspondents notifying us of
the occurrence or non-occurrence of the different pests in their respective localities.

195. Drainage is a preventive against wire worms, meadow
maggots, black-headed grass maggots, fungus gnats and scab
gnats.

196. Destruction of ants' nests
lice

and other plant

lice fostered

is

a preventive against corn root
ants.
Nests or colonies of

by
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may be easily destroyed with bi sulphide of carbon, or boiling hot water poured into a hole made with a stick or a piece of
round sharpened iron bar. Their nests may be located by following their line of march to and from their feeding ground.
(See
also poisoned bait, No. 41.)
ants

Repellents.
197.

a.

Kerosene;

1).

turpentine;

c.

coal tar; d.

ca7'holic

acid

and like substances are sometimes used in connection with sand,
sawdust and like material plac d around or near plants to repel insects by the strong odor.
197d. NaphlhaUne, placed with stored grain, beans,
the attack of weevils.

197/! Paraffme
onion maggot.

Oil is also

etc., will

tend to prevent

used to destroy and prevent the attack

of

the

»

197^. Tani^ij Tea is som<=timpfi used on CHibbage to prevent ihe attack or
away cabbage worms as well as tbe butterfly that deposits the eggs.

drive

197A.
kinds

is

Salt.

—A

small c]|iantity pla ed around young plants of various
remedy against cutworms, the corn web ivorm and

paid to be a successlul

vjlvitc ijruhs.

Fencing Out.
198. 7hin cheese cloth^ muslin and luire netting placed over cucumber and other plants to keep out insect pests until the plants
have become sufficiently strong to resist the attack. Striped cucuniber heetles, strip)ed fiea hettles on cabbage, blister beetles and

many

other insects

may

be fenced out in this manner.

199. Paper and metal hands placed around the stalks of young
plants will prevent the attack of cutworms.
This is al-o a successful method of preventing the attack of other insects having similar habits.

300. Boards
worms,

etc.

coated with coal tar to fence out chinch bugs, traveling cut
be a successful fencing out method.

Is said to

201. Qoai tar and like substances poured on the ground
fields agaiDst chinch bugs, traveling cutworms, arrng loorms, &c.

around plats and

REMEDIES.
Ansenites.

—

203. Paris Green (poison). A well known and common remedy for almost all kinds of insects that bite and consume the leaves
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There are two kinds of this insecticide, one aceionvfteof copjn'/\ vfhlch is the common crfeen substanre; the other,
aTHeniie of (•<>})pei\ a much liner substanc-e and of a lighter tint*.
I^oth are used in the powder and liquid form as follows: For a
spray use one pound of the poi.-on to j50 to 200 oajjons of water.
AVhen used dry it is mixed with flour, road dust, plaster or coal
To 10 lbs. of flour or 20 lbs. of any of the other subashes.
stances, add 1 11). of the })oison and mix.
This is dusted on the
plants i)y placing a quantity of it in a muslin bag which is attached
to the end of a stick and the dust distributed by striking the baawith another stick. It is also applied with powder bellows and
powder gun. 'J'he liquid is apt liecl with a wisp !-prinkler or some
form of force pump. See Bulletin 21 and 43 of this station for deof i)hints.
7iite

scription of apparatus for applying insecticides.

204. London Purple

205.

— It

is

W/nte Amenia {Poison)

but since
seldom used.
c'de,

it

—

Similar to Paris Green and is
cheaper but more liable to injure

(Poiso?)).

used in the same manner.
the foliage.

is

injures foliage worse,

sometimes recommended as an insectiand is more dangerous to handle, it is

206. Aryenite of Lead, {Poison),\
of arsenite of soda

and acetate of

lead,

a

mixed

new insecticide, a
as follows :

combination

ounces acetate of lead
4 ounces ar.'^enate of soda
100 gallons of water
1 1

2 quarts glucose or molasses.
as above may be used for smaller quantities.
it does not injure the foliage.
plied in the usual way.

The same proportions

It is ap-

207. Arsenates and Copper Sulphate^ (Pr>/s6'7?.)— A combined inand fungicide Paris Green, London Purple, etc., mixed
with blue vitriol and lime, as follows

—

secticide

—

:

Dissolve 6 lbs. copper sulphate (blue vitriol) in a wooden or
earthen vessel in another vessel add to 4 lbs. of fresh lime enough
water to reduce it to the consistency of a thick whitewash. Po^ir
this slowly into the copper sidphate solution, strained through a
coarse sack stretched across the top of the vessel. Dilute to 45
gallons before using, and add 2 ounces Paris Green or London
;

Purjole.

—

208. Corro.vre SulJimate (Poison.) At the rate of 2f ounces of
corrosive sublimate to l.'S gallons of water is used to soak potato
and other seed before planting as a preventive against the attack
of insects and diseases of plants.

Contact Remedies.

The remedies
Mentoned

that kill

by coming

in contact

»

with the body and

by the Division of Entoraologv, U. S. Dent. Agr. throuo-h Mr C. L Marlalt
jn Insect l.ifH, Vol VII pp. 408-4U.
t Introduced by the Gipsy Moth Om. of Massachusetts,
flrst

,

;
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breathinoi; pores are used against insect'^, which, owiiio- to their
such as tra^^ bugs
feedina; habits, cannot be killed with poisons,

and plant

feed upon the juice-i of plants by suckincr it out;
and seed infesting insects in granaries, etc., which can

lice that

also grain

be reached only with deadly gasses.
is one of the hest contact remedies
of plant bugs and plant lice.
It is prepared and applied as follows: Iq 1 gallon of boiling water dissolve,
thoroughly, \ lb. hard, soft, or whale oil soap; while this is very
hot add 2 gals, of kerosene, and at once commence to churn the
whole mass wjth a syringe or force pump, o rawing the solution
into the syringe or pump and forcing it back into the vessel. Continue this until the whole mass assumes a creamy appearance and
will adhere to the sides of the dish instead of gliding off like oil.
This is the stock or standard emulsion, and must always be diluted
before using; to what extent dejoends upon the class of insects to
be treated; usually dilute with about 12 parts of water.

209. Kerosene Emulsion

known for the destruction

210. Potash

—

Soaj).
Concenti^atedlye 1 lb.; netton seet^ oil 3 pints.; soft
Boil the lye in water until dissolved, then add the oil and boil
two hours, repiacit.g evaporated water Avith hot water from time to time. Use
1 lb. of this mixture to 8 or 10 gals of water for plant lice or to 1 gallon of
water for scale insects, &c.

water 3

gals.

—

Concentrated l\e 1 lb.
211. ^Y/lale Oil Soap.
soft water 3 q^s.; directions same as above.

;

whale

oil

3 pint«.

—

A vegetable substance ground
which is, when fresh and pure, a valuable inIt may be diluted as follows:
secticide.
Pure powder i part, wheat flour 10 to 20 parts; allow it to
stand in a tight vessel for a few days before using. Apply with
powder gun or bellows to cabbage to kill cabbage worms, flea
It may also Ije used in a liquid form, which is prebuttes, etc.
pared by stirring one table -spoonful in two gallons of boilingwater, and use with a sprayer as soon as the liquid is cool enough.
212. Pyrethriim Insect Poiuder.

into a tine powder,

212a. Tobacco in various forms is a valuable in-ecticide. It
serves as a preventive and repellent, a poison and a contact remedy.
2125. ToImcco Dust is a cheap waste product valuable to destroy
plant lice and prevent the attack of the striped cuciumher beetle.^ flea
heetles., etc.

212c, Toha&co Stems are valuable to place around plants, serving as a mulch and a repellent against insect attack.

2\2d. Liquid made by boiling stems or dust in water to form a
is applied with a sprayer.

strong decoction, which

3ir>

213. Hot U'rt/rr at nearly the boiling point or just hot enough to kill the
insfcfw and not injiirn plants, for cnlilKHjf n'orms, union nta(j()ul!<,harh'<iuin vuhhaije
hug, antx In nfxt, eti-., lias Itcen reconnnenUed.
2.14. Ifrot is rppd to kill the young weevil grubs in beans and peas l)efore
storing them; dry heat at al)OUt f.'lo to l-l') degre^>s for four or five hours will kill
all tlie 3'oung griibs and will not injure the l^eans for use or planting.

Dust.
215.
usetl

a.

L'nni-, h. 2^l">^ter;

c.

road dmt\

e.

ashes;

f.

snot,

are

with some success against jiea hec'les and some other leaf eat-

ing insects.

Poisonous Gases.

—

216. B!s}(JpJil(le of Cai'hon.
A liquid substance that may be
procured at drug stores. It gives oli' a gas that when contined
in a tight vessel, box, bin or room will kill all kinds of insects
It is of especial value to destroy grain weevils,
contined with it.
grain moths, bean and pea weevils, and certain earth inhabiting insects as root lice, ant^, and cabbage maggots.
Bisulphide of carbon is for sale at drug stores
A]>j>Ilcat!(»i.
"A grade known as fuma bisulat from 20 to 30 cents a pound.
phide for sale at 10 cents a pound, is said to be much more eflecIt is applied at the
tive than the ordinary grade on the market.
rate of about one pound to one hundred bushels of grain.
If
the bin or granary is moderately tight, saturate bits of cotton
waste and distribute about on the surface of the grain. The liqiyd
rapidly changes to a gas, which being heavier than air, descends
through the mass of grain, killing all insects, mice or rats which
Jt adds to the efficiency of the remedy if blankit mav contain.
ets are spread over the surface of the mass of grain."
To destroy bean and pea weevds, place the seed in a tight vessel
and treat with a stn>.ll quantity of the liquid, as mentioned above.

—

For insects in the earth, inject the liquid into the soil as near as
possible to the insects it is intended to kill.
The gas is injurious to all animal life, including human beings,
when contined in a tight room with it. It is also explosive, and a
tire should never he allowed to covie in contact vjlth the liquid o-t the
gas.

Miscellaneous Methods and Remedies.

—

217. Trcqypinq. This is a method successfully employed against
a number of insect pests, the most important of which are as follows:

—

218. Tm)^ Crops or Plants.
Rows or p.«\tches of plants are provided
to attract insects so that they may bf easily destroyed. This method is used
against cabbage, insects by planting rows of winter turnips, mustard or rad-
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ishes in the land intended for cabbage and other related planls. The trap
frop is started enrly and allowed to .grow nntil thoronghly inf-Kted with tt^e
harkrjiiin cabbage I ing. cvbbage iirynnf:, cabbage plant lice, and \he root ma.ggo1>>, fica.
beetles, etc., then the plaut-s and insects are destroyed by spraying witli pu^ e
kerosene oil or boiling hot water.

319. Trap CrO]) for wheat infe!=ting injects, especially those inf-'sting
the young plants, a strip of wheat is sown t-arly along one side of thp tield intended for wheat. Then, just before sowing, plow the trap crop under, or destroy it by cultivation duruig a hot, dry day.

320. The

squash borer, squash bugs and other insects may be trapped
in a similar manner by starting a few plants eaily for the especial benefit of the insect.

and destroyed

—

331. Trapping Under Boards^ Leaves and, Bunches of Grass
Cutworms, the harlequin cabbage bug, the squash bug; et^^., may be attracted
to bunches of grass, cabbage leaves, boards, etc!, laid on the ground near tlie
infpsted plants, under which the insects will seek, shelter, and may be easily
collected and destroyed early each morning.

—
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Ditchhig against a,rniy icorms^ cldnch hugs^ grasshojppers^
these pests are threatening a crop, it may sometimes be protected by a
ditch surrouiximg It, into which the insects fall and may then lie burned by
the aid of straw scattered in the ditches, or if water can be run into the ditch,
a small amount of kerosene or petroleum on the surface will accomplish the
desired result.

When

—

333. Ilopperdozer. Along shallow pan containing cotl tar or
kerosene, back of which is a screen, pulled by a horse o^er a badly
This method is extensively used in the west where
infested field.
it is claimed to be one of the best methods of destroying the young
The insects jump into the pan
of the Rocky Mountain locusts.
and are killed by the tar or oil.
334. Windroios of Stravj placed along the edge of a
which blister beetles may be drawn and then burned.

field into

Baiting.
335. Poisoned Bait. —Cloyer^ grass and any early vegetation cut
and tied in small bundles, then dipped into strong Paris green water
and scattered over the ground jn^t before the plants are -set out is
an excellent method for destroying cut-worms. Poisoned wheat
bran is also used tor this purpose, placed near the plants that are
Sweetened poisoned baits might also be used to
to be protected.
destroy aphid-protecting

236. Trap Crops

-ants.

of vegetables

and plants

also can

be utilized for this

purpose by spraying them with the poison.

237. Potatoes cut and stuck on the endoi a stick and placed in the
ground where wire worms are common is said to be a good wav to trap these
"When they collect on the potato they are lifted out by means of the
insects.
stick and destroyed.
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Hand

Picking.

<r/f/s and larvae^ collected by band when they first
often one of the best methods to ptevent f atnre 1roid)le,
especially when there arc only a few plants to protect, and it niay
frequently pay on a V^vg^ scale if cheap labor can be had.
'J'his
metbod is used against the following insects: lohite gruhs collected
after the plow, the corn ear moria^ the Colorado potato heetle and its
egofs when they first appear, tobacco and tomato vwrms^ tortoke hcetles
and young- on sweet potato vines, first adults of the as|)aragns
beetle, the celery caterpillars and the first cabbage butterflies "appearing- in the spring, which may be caught with insect nets by
children.

229.

appear,

AdiilfK,

is

—

230. Digging Out or Cutting Out. CutioormH are dug .out
from around recently injured pLants, and wel) worms and corn
worms collected in the same manner. Stalk horen<^ squash and
hean vine borers may be cut out without injuring the plant
are detected soon after they enter the vine.

if

they

231. Jarring and Beating.— Tho Colorado potato heetle and its
collected by beating them ofi* the vines into a pan
containing a small quantity of water and kerosene. This is a
method that is extensively adopted in kitchen gardens and by persons who object to using poison insecticides.

young may be

232. Destruction of Infested Plants and I^ruitis an important
and simple method of destroying many insects, such as the sculj?tured corn curculio., stalk borers and the cahbage maggoty the potato
stalk borer during the growing season and after digging the potatoes by burning the infested vines
the destruction of vines infested with the sqaash borer ; pickles and melons infested with the
pickle worms., and volunteer wheat to destroy the Hessian fly and
;

other insects with similar habits.

NATURAL ENEMIES.
Domestic Animals.
233. ^<7,s are serviceable in rooting out and destroying white
and other insects in sod land just before plowing for a crop.
Many waste surplus and infested vegetables may be profitably fed
to hogs and at the same time materially lessens the number of in-

gridjs

sect pests.

234. Poultry destroys immense numbers of insects and may be
profitably employed against certain pests such as the asparagus beetle^ grasshqp2?ers^ cutworms and many other insects.
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235. TurJceys are especially fond of grasshoppers^ and a flock of
will render valuable service against these pests.

them on a farm,
S36. Younc/
numbers

chicJiens cooped up in the garden will destroy immense
cucumber beetles, flea beet'es and other smaller insects

of striped

237. Oiher Live Stock may sot etimes be used to advantage to
down early sown wheat and thus destroy the Hessian fly and
also to keep
other insects that attack the young stalks of wheat
down volunteer grain in stubble land and to consume surplus feed,

eat

;

sucn as clover,

etc., to

prevent

its

being kept over.

Wild Animals.
238.

Among the wild animals

there are numerous insect destroy-

ers.

239. Skuvks are amonz the most valuable in destroying white
grubs, since they search for and dig great numbers of them out of
They also feed upon other insect-".
the ground.
240. Toads

ai-e

great insect destroyers

and may possibly be

utilized to

an

advantage in gardens.

241. Birds consume immense numbers of insects, but
choice between injurious and beneficial ones.

make no

Beneficial Insects,
There are almost if not quite as many beneficial kinds of
insects as there are injurious ones, consisting of predaceous insects^
which attack and devour insect pests 2,Xi(\ parasitic insects^ which
breed in the living bodies of other ins.cts, and thus cause their final
;

death.

242. Predaceous
cXn^^^axQladyhirds^

Insects.

— Amon^

ground heetles^

the J3eneficial insects of this
hristle flies ^ {tachina flies ^ soldier

hugs^ etc.

243. Lady Birds or Lady Beetles are among the best friendsof
the farmer, destroying, as they do, immense numbers of plant lice
and insect eggs. They are small, broad-bodied beetles, usually red
Their youngor yellow, with black spots on their wing covers.
are small, blackish, long, soft-bodied creatures which are also
ravenous feeders upon plant lice. When these insects are abundant, in company with plant lice, care should be taken not to destroy them.

—

244. Ground Beetles. Black, blue and green shining beetles^ of
various sizes, from very small to an inch or more in length, in-
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cludinoj a orreat many different kinds; found in the ground under
stones and boards, runnitiof around on tbe surface of the ground,
or clinihino- phiiits.
Some of this chiss of predaceous insects, both
in thoir adult and young forms, are great insect destroyers, some
of which attack the v:Jiife gruh. loire tcorms and cutioor s. Others
attack the eggs and young of the Colorado jjofafo heeflc^ the hitter
being a small, blue-backed beetle with a reddish head and thorax.

—

246. Para-^itlc Insect.^. This class of insects includes many
hundreds of forms that are amoiig the farmer's and gardener's best
The majority of them are minute, four-winged gnats,
friends.
while others are small, M\asp-!ike insects with long stings, or twowinged flies, resembling the common house fly, but usually larger
and the body covered with stifi", spiny hairs.
The principal ones with which the farmer and gardener should
be sufficiently familiar to readily recognize and protect, as his
best allies in combatting insect pests, may bo mentioned as follows:

—

246. Parasites of Plant Lice. It may be safely said that plnnt
would be among the very worst insect enemies of plants were
it not for their numerous predaceous and parasitic enemies.
Bofore applying a remedy to destroy the lice, therefore, it should be
ascertained whether or not these natural enemies are present, and
if so, at least a few infested plants should be left to breed the parasites, and if the parasites are very common, it will, in some cases,
be best not to attempt to destroy the lice by artificial means, since
by so doing more harm than good may be done.
lice

of plant lice parasites may be known by the inbrownish appearance of some of the lice clinging to the infested plant.
On close examination they will be found to be dead,
and many of them with round holes in their backs from which
minute, wasp- like parasites have emerged. These parasites often
appear in great numbers, and if left alone will often practically
exterminate the lice. The wheat crop is often saved from serious
injury if not total destruction, nearly every year by the attack of
these parasites on the grain aphids.

The presence

ffated

An

experiment conducted by us in the greenhouse at the Experithis class of parasites proved that they
can be utilized to great advantage in controlling plant lice in the
green house.

ment Station with one of

—

247. Parasites of the Cahlage Wo7'ms. Bunches of small
whitish or yellow silken cocoons are often found attached to cabbage leaves infested with cabbage worms. These should be carefully protected since the insects emerging from them are the cabbage growers best friends. They deposit their eggs in the body of
the worm; the eggs hatch into minute maggots which soon become
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full

grown and emerge through the skin of the worm to make

their

cocoons either on the back of the worm or the leaf. A great
many worms are thus destroyed and if the cocoons are protected,
invaluable service will be rendered by the parasites. There is another parasite that attacks the chrysalis of the cabbage butterfly,
as many as fifty or sixty of them developing within a single
little

chrysalis.

— An

248. Parasites of Caterpillers.
enormous number of caterpillars like the toba -co worm and potato worm are destroyed by
large two-winged flfes, which deposit their whiti:?h shining eggs

upon the backs of the worms near the head the eg^s hatch into
maggots which enter and develop within the body of their host,
and after the worm dies, the maggots change to smooth brown,
egg-like xorms, from which the flies emerge.
There are a great
many kinds of these flies, and they not only attack all kinds of soft
;

bodied catfcerpillars, but also attack the young of the Colorado poTherefore, if catterpdlirs and other
tato beetle, grasshoppers, etc.
insects that are collected by hand are examined and all full grown
ones that have eggs on them are left on the plants to breed the
friendly flies, much good will be accomplished towards reducing the
number of this class of pests.
Tobacco and other worms are also frequently found covered with
small, white cocoons, similar to those of the cabbage worm parasite.
All worms thus infested should be left on the plant until the
parasite emerges.

Diseases of Insects.

249. Insects are often attacked by diseases which within a very
short time will apparently e? terminate all the individuals of a species.

—

250. Clover Leaf Beetle Disease. The most striking example of
found in the disease that attacks the clover leaf beetle. Early
May the clover will be found covered with small, green worms

this is
in

that threaten to destroy every vestige of this valued plant in an enalmost invariably a disease appears among them
before they have done serious damage, and within a day or two
scarcely a living worm can be found. The disease comes like a
blighting wind, sweeping over the entire infested area, possibly of
thousands of square miles.
few escape, however, to lay their
eggs for another brood. Were it not for this disease, it would be
impossible to grow clover in the regions infested by the clover leaf

tire county, but,

A

beetle.

—

251. Chinch Bug Disease. The chinch bug is at times attacked by a disease
which destroys the bags over large areas, within a short time. This disease is
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being utilized by Entomologists and farmers in Kansas, Minnesota and Illinois,
Diseased bugs are distributed
to keep the dreaded chinch bivj: umler control.
over a field infested b healthy ltn»js, an<l if the conditions are favora* le ihe
take
the
diseaseainl
die.
Tlie
artificial
healthy bays
introduction of the sick bug
is not always successful, hut i^uHicicnt success lias been attained in the States
possil)ilities
this
mentioned, to demonstrate the
of
method of coml>atting certain insect pests that are susceptible to this

and

like diseases:

252. In a Bulletin just received from the Kentucky Experiment Station,
Gorman gives an account of some interesting results with the chinch bug

Prof.

disease transferred to cutworms,
tent be killed by it.

showing that theee pests can

to a certain ex-

252a. Grasshoppers are also attacked by a similar disease, and
it may often be seen clinging to stalks of grass,

those dying with
weeds, etc.

253. T/ie White Grul> is attacked i)y a peculiar fungus disease
which in its final stage of development sends out two growths from
near the head of the grub which may extend several inches through
the soil until the upper ends read) the open air, when the spores are formed to
spread the disease to the otiier

grulis.

254. The Cohhage Worm and a number of other insect pests are
often attacked by diseases, and many of the young forms are thus
destroyed.
These diseases are being studied by specialists in several of the
experiment stations with a view to utilizing them, by artificial
inoculation and transfer from one locality to another, as a means
of controlling certain serious pests.
Rapid progress is being
made in the knowledge of this subject, some encouraging results'
have already been obtained.

Caution.
Beneficial animals, insects and diseases attack and destroy enorof injurious insects. Some injurious kinds, like
the clover leaf beetle, the army worm and plant lice which, if
unmolested by their enemies, are capable of terrible depredations
are thus often key>t in complete
subjugation.
Parasites
and disease? may be introduced to check the ravages of certain insect pest-^, but it will not do, however, to place too much confidence
in these friendly elements of the farmer and gardener, or to even
hope that they will, under natural conditions or artificial control,
accomplish in every case all that is necessary. At best they can
on.y be considered as valuable aids or allies in our warfare against
the insect enemies of plants, to be protected, encouraged and utilized as best we can, remombering that in order for an insect enemy
of a plant to furnish food for friendly insects, animals, etc., it
niuH itself have food. Thus the plant may be destroyed or ruined
before our friendly allies appear.

mous numbers

—
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Some Prime

Requisites for Success, in Dealing with Insect Pests.

Fertility of the soil; thorough cultivation; healthy, vigorous
plants; clean farms and gardens; and rotation of crops are the
prime requisites tor preventing serious injury to cultivated plants
by insect pests.
In combatting injurious insects the prime requisites for success
are a general knowledge of the insect enemies and friends of
plants; their habits and the character of their attack; the selection
of the proper remedy and its prompt and thorough application upon
the tirst appearance of the enemy; also tke prot ction and encouragement of all friendly animals^ inserts and diseases that ivill aid
in the future suhjugatimi and control of the j^ests.
Among the requisites for success in preventing the spread of new
or strani^e pests is the sending of specimens of the insect or its
work to the Experiment State Entomologist for identification, with
a request for information upon the best known methods of com-

batting

it.

Instructions for Sending Specimens

by

Mail.

If possible, specimens of insects or their work, or both, should
always accompany letters of inquiry about insects.
Specimens of dead or livrog insects may be sent by mail in tin or
wooden boxes, quills, hollow pieces of wood, or small vials, packed
The postage on the package ^vill cost one cent for e ich
in cotton.
ounce or fraction thereof. Specimens of insect work may be enclosed in the letter or in a paper wrapper.

Spraying Machine, Etc.
For descriptions and illustrations of spraying pumps and other
apparatus for applying insecticides, as well as further information
with reference to the preparation and application of insecticides,
see bulletins 21 and 4)3 of this station.
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